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POSTAL AUCTION 

Closing Friday, 19th June 2015 at 5.00pm
Terms and Conditions of Sale

1. Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of the description of lots but we hereby give notice 
that all statements, whether spoken or written, are those of opinion only and we do not hold ourselves 
liable for any errors or omissions. Obvious defects will be noted and unless stated otherwise, all items 
are considered by us to be in at least good to very good condition. Customers are reminded that 
certain lots may be fragile due to their age, wear, etc. When handling such material on viewing day at 
Stoneleigh, you are asked to treat it with the utmost care and attention. 

2. Carriage and packing will be charged extra at cost. We despatch items by Royal Mail Special Delivery 
at a minimum change of £12 including VAT. Large consignments are sent by Parcel Post. If you 
require your purchases to be sent by ordinary post, you must indicate this on your bidding form. We 
always obtain and hold the certificate of posting, but can not accept liability for any loss or damage in 
transit after items are handed over to Royal Mail, Parcel Force or courier.

3. Bids should be made on the Bidding Form provided with the catalogue. The Bidding Form may also 
be downloaded from the website.

4. All lots in this section carry a reserve which is published and in all cases will be no less than a 
minimum of £5.  Bids may be for any amount in whole pounds (pence will be ignored) and the highest 
bidder on any lot will be successful. The amount of the bid paid by the successful bidder, which will 
be at one bidding step above the previous highest bidder, will be determined by bid increments as 
defined in the following scale:

  Value of Bid Increment Value of Bid Increment
  Up to £10 £1 Between £100 and £500 £10
   Between £10 and £30 £2 Between £500 and £1000 £20
  Between £30 and £100 £5 Over £1000 £50
 Please note that any bids received that do not conform to the increments shown in this table will be 

rounded up to the next legal bid above.
 When there is only one bid at or above the reserve, the bidder will pay the reserve price. In the case of 

equal highest bids, the lot will go to the first bid received. Any unsold lots will be available to buyers for 
a period of 10 days after the auction at the reserve price on a “first come, first served” basis. Please 
contact Brian Moakes if you wish to make such an offer (BrianMoakes@aol.com, or telephone 
01234 391459).

5. A Buyer’s Premium of 12% (including VAT) will be raised on all items at the time of settlement.
6. Payment can be made either by card or cheque. Your cheque, or card details, must accompany your 

bid.
 (i)  Cheques should be made payable to “Great Central Railwayana Ltd” (please do not abbreviate) 

with the amount left blank, and endorsed “Not To Exceed £XXX” where XXX is the total of all your bids 
(or your spending limit) plus 12% Buyer’s Premium (including VAT) and an allowance for packing and 
carriage. Please do not forget to sign your cheque! Your cheque will be shredded if you are completely 
unsuccessful, otherwise we will enter on the cheque the amount due and a receipt will be enclosed 
with the lots you have successfully purchased. (continued on next page)

 (ii)   We accept payment by debit and credit card. Debit card payements are free of surcharge. Credit 
cards attract a 2% surcharge (the amount charged to us by the card company). Your card details must 
be provided with your bids. This information will be stored securely and shredded shortly after the sale 
closes.
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Purchasing an Unsold Lot after an Auction
If a sale lot fails to attract a valid bid by the closing date of a Postal Auction, it will be 
shown as unsold in the Auction Results (available via the sheffieldrailwayana.co.uk  

and gcrauctions.com websites). Any such unsold lots will be available to buyers for a 
period of 10 days after the auction at the reserve price on a “first come, first served” 
basis. Please contact Brian Moakes to check if the lot is still available and to state 

your interest in aquiring it. 
Email: BrianMoakes@aol.com, or telephone 01234 391459

Great Central Railwayana Ltd
14 School Street, Woodford Halse, Daventry, Northants. NN11 3RL

 Company Reg. No. 5405235   VAT Reg. No. 864 7353 93
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Lots 1 - 123: Books, General
1 HARDBACK BOOK "Geology of the Hull & Barnsley Railway" by E.C. Cole. 60pp plus plates 

privately published by MC Peck & Sons in 1886. Slight rubbing to edges of covers otherwise good 
condition. £10

2 BRADSHAW'S "Descriptive Guide to the Caledonian Railway, the City of Carlisle and the 
Celebrated Falls of the Clyde". Maroon clothbound covers with title in gold on front , 46pp dated 
1848. No map. £10

3 BRADSHAW'S "Itinerary of Great Britain". Maroon clothbound covers with title in gold on front, 
172pp plus map in rear pocket, lists places in Britain and their railway connections. Dated 1876. 
Covers a little worn but generally good for age. £10

4 BRADSHAW'S "Table of the Gradients to Bradshaw's Map of the Railways of Great Britain". 
Shows lengths, levels and gradients of all the principal railways. Cloth bound hardback covers 
with title in gold on front. Dated 1839. Minor cover wear, good for age. £10

5 TWO VOLUME work "The Railways of Great Britain - A Historical Atlas" by Colonel Michael 
H.Cobb. Green hardback covers in green slipcase, 600+pp, first edition published by Ian Allan in 
2003. Good condition. £30

6 STEEL WILFRED L "The History of the LNWR". Hardback, clothbound covers with title in gold on 
front, 502pp, published by Railway & Travel Monthly in 1914. Marking to edge of covers. £10

7 HARDBACK BOOK "The Story of McAlpine Steam Locomotives 1869-1965 with list of contracts" 
by JB Latham. 310pp, no dust jacket, published by the author in 1993. £10

8 WAYNER R.J. "Pullman and Private Car Pictorial". Softback covers, 100+ photo illustrated pages 
showing Pullman Cars and other railway carriages in America. Published by the author in the 
1970s. £10

9 SEKON GA: "A History of The Great Western Railway being the Story of the Broad Gauge". 
Hardback, 373pp published by Digby, Long & Co. in 1895. Annotations to front end page, slight 
cover wear. £10

10 WIENER L "Passenger Tickets". Hardback, 300+pp published by The Railway Gazette circa 
1940s. Rebound into modern covers. £10

11 TWO VOLUME SET "Railway Machinery: A Treatise on The Mechanical Engineering of Railways 
Etc". by Daniel Kinnear Clark. Vol. 1 (the text) and vol. 2 (plates) in large sized, later red clothbound 
hardback covers. Second edition published by Blackie & Son circa 1861. A little worm damage to 
bottom corner of some plates. Some foxing. (2) £150

Viewing
All the lots in this Postal Auction catalogue will be on view at the live Great Central Railwayana 

Auction at Stoneleigh Park, Warwickshire, CV8 2LZ on Saturday 6th June 2015 from 
8:00am to 1:00pm. Directions are shown at the back of the catalogue.

Completed bidding forms may be sent to the address shown on the form at any time before the 
closing date/times. They may also be handed over to the stewards on duty in the viewing 
room at Stoneleigh if desired (together with a “Not To Exceed” cheque or debit/credit card 

details in accordance with Condition 6 on page 1).

The Postal Auction section will close promptly at 5:00pm on Friday 19th June (this is a 
week later than normal due to staff holidays).

Please note: The price shown in italics against each lot is the reserve or starting price. 
Please note also: Bids received that do not conform to the increments shown in our Terms & 

Conditions (Section 4) will be rounded up to the next legal bid above.
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12 TREDGOLD: "The Principles and Practice and Explanation of the Machinery of Locomotive 
Engines". Large volume with many plates, published 1850 by John Weale. Restoration to spine, 
some foxing to plates. £100

13 HARDBACK BOOK "Locomotive Running Shed Practice" by HC Webster. 222pp published by 
OUP in 1947. £10

14 NER. Bound volume of the North Eastern Railway Magazine, Vol.1 1911 in official red bindings 
with loco illustration on front. Minor wear. £10

15 NER. Two bound volumes of the North Eastern Railway Magazine, Vol.5 1915 in official red 
bindings with loco illustration on front and Vol.12 1922 in unofficial bindings. Some wear to covers. 
(2) £10

16 TEBBUTT'S "Guide to the North Midland, Midland Counties and London & Birmingham Railways". 
Green card covers, 122pp plus fold out map and timetable, published 1841. Some wear to covers, 
contents good condition. £10

17 FREELING'S London and Birmingham Railway Companion. Pocket sized, 202pp plus adverts 
and fold out map. Published by Whittaker and Co circa 1830s. Covers bumped, contents loose. 
£10

18 WYLD'S "South Western London And Southampton Railway Guide" circa 1840s. Pocket sized 
hardback book, 200pp plus fold out map. Covers faded. £10

19 WYLD'S "Great Western, Cheltenham and Great Western and Bristol and Exeter Railway" guide 
dated 1839. Pocket sized hardback book, 284pp plus maps. Faults to covers and contents, 
bindings loose. £10

20 DRAKE'S "Road Book of the Grand Junction Railway". Hardback with title in gold on front, 147pp 
plus plates, adverts and fold-out map, second edition dated September 1838. Minor spine wear. 
£10

21 CORNISH'S "Guide and Companion to the Grand Junction and Liverpool and Manchester 
Railways". Pocket sized, 172pp, no map, second edition published 1837. £10

22 COGHLAN'S "Iron Road Book and Railway Companion on a journey from London to Birmingham". 
Pocket sized, green card covers, 106pp published by Baily in 1838. Spine poor, contents loose. 
£10

23 HARDBACK BOOK "Steam" published by Babcock & Wilcox Co. in 1907. 182pp relating the 
generation and use of steam with particular reference to company products. Sixth British edition, 
good condition. £10

24 HARDBACK BOOK "Facts and Figures principally relating to Railways and Commerce" by 
Samuel Salt. 152pp published by Bradshaw and Blacklock in 1848. Covers faded and a little 
worn, contents OK. £10

25 DENDY MARSHALL CF: "A History of British Railways Down to the Year 1830". Hardback with 
dust jacket, 246pp published by OUP in 1938. Wear to dust jacket. Some foxing. Paul Edwards 
library label inside cover. Plus Locomotive Magazine Souvenir Issue No.26 Spanish edition 
containing 32 black and white plates showing Superheater company products. Circa 1912. Wear 
to covers. (2) £10

26 CLAY CROSS COMPANY LTD published hardback book "A Hundred Years of Enterprise" 
produced to celebrate the centenary of the company in 1937. 52pp, illustrated history of a 
company with strong railway connections. £10

27 LEE C. E. "The Evolution of Railways". Hardback, 64pp, published by The Railway Gazette in 
1937. £10

28 LEE C. E. "Narrow-Gauge Railways in North Wales". Hardback, 136pp, published by The Railway 
Publishing Co in 1945. £10

29 PAPERBACK BOOKLET "The South Wales and Bristol Direct Railway" by William Biggar. 16pp 
reprint of an article in the Contractors' Chronicle published 1898. Covers worn. £30
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30 CASSELL'S OFFICIAL GUIDE TO THE GWR dated 1885. Paperback edition with illustrated 
covers showing locations on the railway, 372pp plus adverts and fold-out maps. Covers worn, 
bindings very loose. £10

31 CASSELL'S OFFICIAL GUIDE TO THE MIDLAND RAILWAY dated 1909. Red clothbound 
hardback covers showing St.Pancras station, 464pp plus fold-out maps. Covers very worn. £10

32 BRADSHAW'S RAILWAY MANUAL, SHAREHOLDER'S GUIDE AND DIRECTORY dated 1873. 
Green coloured clothbound hardback covers with title in gold on front and spine, 544pp plus fold 
out map (torn). £10

33 SENTINEL WAGGON WORKS publication "A National Matter" by S.E. Alley. Dusty card covers, 
32pp. Booklet arguing for more frequent train services. Published May 1932. Very rusty staples. 
£10

34 HARDBACK BOOK "Compound and Superheating in Horwich Locomotives" by George Hughes. 
108pp paper dated March 1910, bound into modern hardback covers. £10

35 MORTON'S ILLUSTRATED GUIDE TO THE GWR. Yellow paperback covers with illustration of 
Paddington station on front. 32pp, undated, covers detached. Plus similar GNR edition showing 
King's Cross on cover. 32pp plus adverts, dated 1879. Spine poor, cover detached. (2) £10

36 BOUND paper No.473 "Locomotive Frames" by ES Cox dated 1947. 118pp bound into modern 
hardback covers. £10

37 BOUND paper No.3023 "Evolution of the Locomotive Engine" by William Prime Marshall dated 
1898. 74pp plus fold out diagram, bound into modern hardback covers. £10

38 SOUTHWOLD RAILWAY. "A Memorandum on the Southwold Railway addressed to the Minister 
of War Transport". 16pp confidential report containing suggestions for the re-opening of the 
railway to help the war effort. Produced by Ronald Shepherd - Light Railway Engineer. Dated 
September 1941. £10

39 PAPERBACK BOOKLET "Los Caminos De Hierro Todo Los Tipos De Locomotoras". 48pp 
detailing loco types. Published in Madrid circa 1950s. £10

40 LNWR. Leather bound hardback book "Epitome of Special Acts affecting the London & North 
Western Railway 1895 to 1899". 600+pp, covers rubbed, spine and end pages replaced. £10

41 LNWR Crewe Chief Mechanical Engineer's Drawing Office diagram of a 5 ton pillar crane. Part 
coloured on linen backed paper, approx 36" x 24", dated 1894. Folded and dusty. £10

42 LNW & L&Y Joint 10" x 7" thick card notice "Shunting Horn Code Huddersfield No.1 Box" listing 
the codes in use. Plus similar for Huddersfield No.2 Box. Both dated January 1920. (2) £10

43 PULLMAN CAR COMPANY director's report and statement of accounts for year ending 30th 
September 1953. Photo illustrated paperback covers showing Queen and Prince Phillip at 
Odiham station. 8pp. £10

44 FISHGUARD & ROSSLARE RAILWAYS & HARBOURS large size "Certificate as to Closing 
of Sufferance Road". Plus similar issues from GWR, LNW & GWR, GW & Midland. Also similar 
GWR "Challenge Certificate" on salmon coloured paper. All unused. (5) £10

45 HOMELAND REFERENCE BOOKS published guide book "Where to Stay in the West Country 
- volume 1 L&SWR Section". Coloured pictorial hardback covers, 158pp plus plates and fold out 
map, first edition dated 1908. Complete with poor dust jacket. £10

46 INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS published paperback booklet "Abstract of the Discussion 
at the Institution of Civil Engineers, Westminster on the Gauge of the Indian Railways February 
and March 1873". 36pp. £10

47 GER (Blackwall Line) paperback booklet "Tyer's Electric Telegraph Train Signal Regulations". 
11pp dated August 1869. Covers grubby. £10

48 MANCHESTER & LEEDS RAILWAY ledger type hardback book "Locomotive Department Stock 
Book". 40+ hand written pages listing locos & builders, equipment, price and date of purchase, 
etc. Good condition for age. £10
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49 BARRY RAILWAY COMPANY publication "Description of Undertaking 1906". Hardback, 17pp 
description and history plus fold out diagrams of the docks and map of area. Covers worn, 
contents OK. £10

50 L&YR booklet "List of Towns & Places from and to which the L&YR Convey Traffic by Goods 
Trains etc from or to their Leeds Station". Hardback 71pp, dated 1884. Wear and staining to 
covers, contents OK. £10

51 LANCASHIRE & YORKSHIRE RAILWAY Loco Superintendent's Office "Illustrated List of 
Weights of Bogie Passenger Engines & Tenders - 10 built by Neilson & Co". Foolscap sized, 
hardback, part leather bound with title in gold on front. Approx 20 pages of lists and illustrations 
of the many parts of locomotive Nos. 833 to 842. Dated 1884. £10

52 LANCASHIRE & YORKSHIRE RAILWAY Loco Superintendent's Office "Illustrated List of 
Weights of Goods Engine & Tender - 20 built by Vulcan Foundry Co". Foolscap sized, hardback, 
part leather bound with title in gold on front. Approx 20 pages of lists and illustrations of the many 
parts of locomotive Nos. 793 to 812. Dated 1883. £10

53 LANCASHIRE & YORKSHIRE RAILWAY Loco Superintendent's Office "Illustrated List of 
Weights of Express Bogie Passenger Engine & Tender - 30 built by Beyer Peacock & Co Ltd". 
Foolscap sized, hardback, part leather bound with title in gold on front. Approx 26 pages of lists 
and illustrations of the many parts of locomotive Nos. 978 to 1007. Dated 1888 - 89. £10

54 L&YR book of block telegraph and electric train tablet regulations etc. Green, clothbound 
hardback covers with title in gold on front, 210pp, tipped in amendments, dated 1919. £10

55 NORTH BRITISH RAILWAY booklet "Methil Harbour and Docks - Particulars with Plan and Map". 
Paperback, 27pp, dated 1913. Unfortunately, no map or plan. £5

56 CLC rule book type publication "Accountant's Questions and Instructions". Leather bound covers 
with company title in gold on front, 26pp, undated. £10

57 HULL AND BARNSLEY RAILWAY "Regulations for Train Signalling by Electric Lock & Block 
System on Double Lines of Railway appendix VII". Yellow card covers, 24pp dated May 1914. 
Rusty staples. £10

58 MIDLAND RAILWAY account book for the issue of card tickets for dogs at Stoke Works Station, 
dated 1899 onwards. Hardback covers, good used condition. £10

59 LSWR large sized book of fares. Two hand written pages for stations beginning with the letter A or 
B. Plus Railway Passenger Assurance Company rule book type booklet of instructions to station 
agents. 62pp dated 1893. (2) £5

60 LT&SR booklet of agreements between the company and the East and West India Dock 
Company, London and India Docks Joint Committee and the London and India Docks Company. 
Card covers, 42pp dated May 1908. Cover wear. £10

61 GCR foolscap sized 8pp document "List of Railways and Canals of which the GCR are owners 
or in which they are interested; also steamboat powers". Produced for the 1909 parliamentary 
session. Covers dusty. £10

62 GNR foolscap sized, leather bound hardback book "Diagrams of Special Wagons". 34pp dated 
August 1913. Covers rubbed. £10

63 GW & GCR Royal Train notice No.75 re train from Shrewsbury to Paddington via Ashendon and 
Aynho Line and GW and GC joint line on 3rd July 1914. Foolscap sized, pink paper, 6pp. £10

64 SR Royal Train timetable of "The Special Train Conveying His Majesty King George V and the 
Prince of Wales and Prince George and suites" from Portsmouth Dockyard to Victoria on July 
15th 1932. 4pp thin card lettered in blue with gold border, opening to show map of route. VGC. £10

65 BR(E & NE) booklet "Royal Train". Card covers containing fold out diagram on linen showing 
general arrangement drawings of the nine carriages of the royal train. Dated 1955. £10

66 BR 1pp thin card timetable for a Royal train from Wolferton to King's Cross on February 9th 1953. 
BR lion over wheel coat of arms in gold at top. VGC. £10

67 GWR Royal Train notice No.15 re train from Paddington to Yeovil, Yatton, Cardiff, etc on 6th to 
10th February 1940. 36pp. £10
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68 LMS folder relating to the Royal Train journey from Ballater to Euston on September 29th 1932. 
Card folder with royal crown in red and title on front. Contains typed notes of operational details, 
timetable and diagram of coach arrangements. £10

69 BR(W) London District notice No.8 re special arrangements in connection with the funeral of King 
George VI, February 15th 1952. Purple coloured print, 24pp. £10

70 LNER booklet "Immingham Dock Quays and Jetties. Charges and Regulations". Orange 
paperback covers, 45pp plus fold out map, dated January 1939. £10

71 LNER Passenger Manager's four page report on the proposed Channel Tunnel and the impact on 
the services of the LNER and their connection via other railways to the proposed south of England 
crossing point. Dated 1929. £10

72 LNER report on the proposed electrification of a portion of the Great Eastern suburban lines. 
Foolscap sized, card covers, 28 typescript pages, dated 1931. Rusty staples removed. £10

73 FILE of correspondence relating to discussions between the GER & LNER and the Pullman Car 
Company re agreements between the companies. Dated 1919 - 37. £10

74 FILE of correspondence relating to discussions between the LNER and the Pullman Car Company 
re the renewal of the agreement between the companies. Dated 1937. £10

75 FILE of correspondence between the LNER and the Pullman Car Company re the Leicester 
Mercury's day excursion to Belgium in 1935. £10

76 FOLDER containing approx 70 NER and LNER arrangement diagrams of company carriages. 
Pencil annotations to some. £10

77 GWR. Six items relating to the re-opening of the Great Alne and Alcester line including handbill, 
notice No.195, copy of letter and several related newspaper cuttings. £10

78 GWR large sized bound volume of director's reports and accounts covering the period between 
1927 and 1940. 200+pp in hardback covers. £10

79 GWR guard's "Special or Excursion Passenger Journal" for a fruit special from Salisbury to Cardiff 
on June 13th 1939. Duly completed to show timings and formation including vehicle and loco 
numbers. Plus five other forms for similar trains in June 1939. (6) £10

80 GWR guard's "Passenger Train Journal" for a Paddington to Penzance train on February 24th 
1939. Duly completed to show timings and formation including carriage and loco numbers. Plus 
five other forms for similar trains in 1939. (6) £10

81 GWR guard's "Special or Excursion Passenger Journal" for a fruit special from Plymouth Docks 
to Crewe on June 2nd 1939. Duly completed to show timings and formation including vehicle and 
loco numbers. Plus five other forms for similar trains in June 1939. (6) £10

82 GWR CME's Office hardback book "Standard Lifting Tackle" containing 15 pages of illustrations 
of lifting equipment. One page detached, some staining, well used. £5

83 GWR CENTENARY CELEBRATIONS 1935. Three documents, commemorative luncheon menu, 
Bristol University, 4pp with list of attendees, programme of arrangements for special train from 
Paddington to Bristol, 1pp and menu for commemorative banquet in London at Grosvenor House, 
4pp. All printed on card. £10

84 GWR contract document for widening of the line between Tresulgan and Coldrenick Viaduct and 
construction of Treviddo Viaduct. 22pp dated 1895, issued from Engineer's Office, Paddington. 
Plus the 7pp tender document dated 1895. (2) £10

85 GWR. Smaller sized book of 200+ diagrams of coaching stock and freight vehicles. No front 
cover, somewhat amateur bindings. Undated. £10

86 GWR Locomotive Department large sized file of pages for recording "Particulars of Shed and 
other Accommodation for Running Engines". 100+ part printed, part hand written sheets, one per 
location. Lists facilities, some with plans of sheds. Appears 1920s. £10

87 GWR plan of the water tank at Stourbridge Steam Shed. Coloured, 36" x 30" on linen, dated 1870. 
Folded. £10
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88 LMS hanging calendar. Four pages on card backing, each showing dates from three months of 
1925 and with colour illustration of company posters Carlisle (Greiffenhagen), British Industries 
- Steel (Richard Jack), Conway (David Murray), Grangemouth Docks (Norman Wilkinson). VGC. 
£10

89 LMS card folder "Diagrams of Three Car Diesel Articulated Unit" containing several fold out 
diagrams of the unit. Plus similar folder "Description of Three Car Diesel Articulated Unit" 
containing six typescript pages of information and fifteen pages of official B&W photos of the unit 
and its construction. Staples removed. Dated 1938. £10

90 LIVERPOOL OVERHEAD RAILWAY drawing on linen of company passenger coach as 
constructed by Brown, Marshalls & Co, Birmingham. Approx 36" x 24", dated 1892. Folded. £10

91 GPO published booklet "Night Mail". Coloured pictorial paperback covers showing semaphore 
signal, 16pp published April 1939. £10

92 DRUMMOND D. "Lectures on the Locomotive". Thick card covers, 243pp published by LPC in 
1921. Some spine damage. Plus six paychecks including LNWR, GWR and BR examples and a 
small quantity of modern & overseas tickets. (Qty) £10

93 PAPERBACK BOOKLETS. "The Future of the Railways" (Leigh, 17pp, 1932), "British Railways 
and the Future" (Big 4, 20pp, 1946), "Car Sleeper and Car Sleeper Services - a brief history" 
(BR(NE), 9pp, 1962), "The Rail-Air Plan" (Big 4, 8pp, 1944), "Performance and Utilisation of 
Equipment & People" (BR(NE) Officers' Conference Harrogate 1962), "A Five Years' Term of 
Disturbance in Trade and Transport" (Bell, LNER, 12 pages, 1934). (6) £10

94 HMSO published report of the Railway (London Plan) Committee 1944 "Report to the Minister of 
War Transport 21st January 1946". Foolscap sized, blue covers, 26pp plus plans in rear pocket. 
Covers a little dog-eared. £10

95 LNER internal publication "Operating Statistics - Southern Area". Blue card covers, 33pp 
comparing stats from the four weeks to end of October 1936 compared with corresponding period 
in 1935. Rusty staples. £5

96 LNER SIGNALBOX TRAIN REGISTER from Holt signalbox. Duly completed for part of 1941 and 
1943 - 1944. £10

97 BR SIGNALBOX TRAIN REGISTER from Whitwell & Reepham signalbox. Duly completed for 
the period between July 1964 and May 1965 and from January 1966 to the closure of the box in 
December 1966. £10

98 BR SIGNALBOX TRAIN REGISTER from Midge Hall signalbox. Duly completed for the period 
between June and October 1954. Plus similar covering January to June 1953. (2) £10

99 BR(W) SIGNALBOX TRAIN REGISTER from Maesycrugiau signalbox. Duly completed for the 
period between November 1951 and April 1952. £10

100 LONGMOOR MILITARY RAILWAY signalbox train register from Longmoor Downs block post. 
Duly completed for the period between February and April 1948. £10

101 BR Examination & Repair card for loco 46244 King George VI. Plus 16 smaller sized Repairs 
Required cards for the same loco. Most dated 1962. (17) £10

102 BR large sized ledger type book containing notices to drivers and firemen. 44 pages of attached 
notices. Very well used condition. £10

103 BR(S) book of signal diagrams. 100+ pages of diagrams showing track layout and signalling at 
stations and junctions, mostly SE Division locations. Some dated 1970s. £10

104 Five BR Driver's notebooks for recording the day's work. Each duly completed with loco number, 
fireman, stations, etc. Dated between 1961 and 1965 covering duties in Wales. Very well used 
condition. (5) £10

105 BR card folder containing 17 page typescript report with large fold out signalling diagram "Saltley 
Signalbox - notes for the guidance of staff concerned in the operation of the signalling and train 
describer". Undated. £10

106 Eight BR Engine Record Cards including Britannia class locos 70005 and 70006. Also 73069, 
80069, 44224, 42104, 58168, 49427. (8) £10
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107 BR(W) staff issue booklet "Multiple Unit Diesel Pullman Trains". 50pp guide to the operation of 
the units. Photo illustration of Blue Pullman unit on front. Dated September 1960. Plus paperback 
booklet "Locomotive Science Made Easy" by A.Oliver circa 1940s. (2) £5

108 BR glossy leaflets and booklets. "BR Containers for Door to Door Transport", "Port of Boston", 
"Services to the Export & Import Trade at the Port of London", "Freight Transport". All circa 1950s 
& early 60s. Plus LMS map of Ireland ex timetable. (5) £5

109 BRITISH TRANSPORT COMMISSION "BEECHING REPORT" "The Reshaping of British 
Railways". Two part report, part 1 148pp report and part 2 containing maps. Published 1963. Plus 
BRB report "The Development of the Major Railway Trunk Routes" dated February 1965. (3) £10

110 BR foolscap sized typescript "West London Line Inter - Regional Study Report". Card covers, 19 
pages plus appendices and diagrams. Dated March 1969. £10

111 Two PRESS OFFICE typescript reports relating to the Manchester - Altrincham line. Five page 
LMS & LNER issue dated May 1931 and ten typescript page BR(M) issue dated July 1949. (2) £10

112 BR(S) 17 page typescript document "Allocation of Locomotives Operating on Southern Region 
(number - class - depot)". Dated June 1957. £10

113 BR(S) 12 typescript page amendments to the November 1964 document "Allocation of 
Locomotives Southern Region". Plus photocopy of original allocation list. £10

114 BR(E) internal publication "Administration Owned Train Ferry Wagons Employed on the Harwich/
Zeebrugge and Dover/Dunkirk Train Ferry Services". Thick card covers, screw binding, 163 
typescript pages dated October 1966. £10

115 LPTB Signal Department folder of wiring diagrams for various electrical installations. 100+ pages 
in leather covers. Circa 1930s. Well used condition. £10

116 CHILDREN'S NEWSPAPER BOOK of poster stamps of the Big 4 railway companies. Paperback, 
16pp containing cigarette card sized colour illustrations of company posters. Issued 1935. 
Complete set. Covers detached at rusty staples. £14

117 PEACOCK & CO manufactured jigsaw puzzle showing LPC B&W view of LMS loco 6200 
Princess Royal. Incomplete, box poor. Plus two track diagrams showing resignalling of Glasgow 
Central (ex signalling instruction) and two different M&GN large sized "Explosives" wagon labels 
(unused). (5) £5

118 BRUSSELS INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION 1935 official publication "Le Chemin de Fer 
Metropolitain de Paris". Red card covers with title in gold on cover, 48pp guide to the suburban 
railways of Paris. Fading to edges of covers otherwise OK. £10

119 THE WALLSEND SLIPWAY AND ENGINEERING CO LTD published booklet commemorating the 
history of the firm 1871 - 1929. Red, black and grey illustrated card covers, 48pp fully illustrated 
history. £10

120 DOCKS AND INLAND WATERWAYS EXECUTIVE booklet "A Souvenir of Southampton Docks". 
Blue and cream illustrated cover showing head on view of ship. 20pp photo illustrated guide with 
fold out map (detached), circa early 1960s. £10

121 BABCOCK & WILCOX published booklet "RMS Princess Maud". Card covers, 8pp detailing 
company produced equipment for the LMS twin screw steamship built for the Stranraer - Larne 
service in 1934. Minor edge marking to covers otherwise OK. £10

122 HARDBACK BOOK "River Thames Wharf Directory" published by Gaselee & Son. 148pp dated 
1954. Annotations, bindings loose, covers worn. £10

123 CUNARD WHITE STAR headed letter paper from the RMS Queen Mary. Small coloured 
illustration of ship at top. Unused, folded. (4) £5

Lots 124 - 161: Share Certificates and Early Paperwork
124 ELY VALLEY RAILWAY share certificate for £333 of Debenture Stock dated 1881. Plain title, pen 

and stamp cancelled. £10
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125 GORSEDDA JUNCTION AND PORTMADOC RAILWAYS share certificate for one £10 share 
dated 1875. Ornate scrolled title with engraving of company loco top centre, embossed seal, not 
cancelled, VGC. £20

126 OLDHAM, ASHTON-UNDER-LYNE AND GUIDE BRIDGE JUNCTION RAILWAY share certificate 
for 200 £10 shares dated 1880 made out to the LNWR. Ornate scrolled title, side embellishment, 
red attached seal. Stamp and perforation cancellations, some discolouration along top edge not 
affecting title. £10

127 CARMARTHEN AND CARDIGAN RAILWAY share certificate for £1000 of £5 per cent debenture 
stock dated 1879. Ornate scrolled title, brown print, embossed seal, pen cancellations. £10

128 BRECON & MERTHYR TYDFIL JUNCTION RAILWAY share certificate for £1000 of Consolidated 
Stock dated 1864. Ornate scrolled title, embossed seal, pen and perforation cancellations, Plus 
three large format interest warrants dated 1870, 1871 and 1873. (4) £10

129 CORNWALL RAILWAY share certificate for one £50 share dated 1846. Ornate scrolled title, 
embossed seal, printed on green paper, not cancelled. Plus similar on white paper for one £25 
share. Also five paperwork items from the Bodmin & Wadebridge Railway, West Cornwall Railway 
and North Cornwall Railway. (7) £20

130 MIDLAND & SOUTH WESTERN JUNCTION RAILWAY share certificate for £12,182 of debenture 
stock dated 1897. Ornate scrolled title, brown print, pen cancellations. £10

131 AYLESBURY & BUCKINGHAM RAILWAY share certificate for one £25 share dated 1867. 
Ornate scrolled title, embossed seal, grey underprint, not cancelled, VGC. £10

132 LONDON AND NORTH WESTERN RAILWAY share certificate for one £12-10/- share dated 
1853. Cancellation stamp plus corner with seal removed in cancellation. £10

133 NORTH BRITISH RAILWAY share certificate for £500 of Ordinary Preference Stock dated 1903. 
Ornate title, side embellishment, embossed seal, mauve print, light stamp cancellations. £10

134 GLASGOW AND SOUTH WESTERN RAILWAY. Two unissued share certificates for £200 and 
£1000 of 'Ardrossan Guaranteed Stock' both dated 185x. Ornate scrolled titles, with ornate 
engravings of company logos at each corner. Not cancelled, VGC. (2) £10

135 NORTHERN COUNTIES UNION RAILWAY share certificate for one share dated 1846. Ornate 
scrolled title, embossed seal, not cancelled. £5

136 GREENOCK & AYRSHIRE RAILWAY share certificate for 20 £10 shares 1872. Ornate title, 
green print, embossed seal, pen cancellation over signature. £10

137 NAVAN & KINGSCOURT RAILWAY share certificate for one £10 share dated 1871. Ornate 
scrolled title with coat of arms top centre, embossed seal, not cancelled, red overstamp 'paid in 
full'. £10

138 SOUTH WALES RAILWAY share transfer certificate for 30 £50 shares dated 1853. Ornate title, 
not cancelled, good condition. £10

139 HOWRAH-AMTA LIGHT RAILWAY unissued share certificate for 100 Rupee shares dated 19xx. 
Ornate scrolled title and side embellishment, good condition. £10

140 HOWRAH-SHEAKHALLA LIGHT RAILWAY unissued share certificate for 100 Rupee shares 
dated 19xx. Ornate title, printed on yellow paper, good condition. £10

141 WHITLAND & CARDIGAN RAILWAY small poster type notice "Tenby Excursion" re the company 
objecting to the running of the trip and the use of the contractor's engines to allow the trip to run. 
10" x 8" on two tone pink paper. Circa 1885. Punch holes in centre. £10

142 WHITLAND & CARDIGAN RAILWAY EXTENSION weekly pay sheet for the contractors Appleby 
& Lawton. Unused. Plus unused headed letter from the contractors. Circa 1880s. (2) £10

143 WHITLAND & CARDIGAN RAILWAY "Navvies Fund". Five paperwork items relating to the 
work of the contractors regarding the fund. Includes three printed notices and the two parts of a 
handwritten letter. Circa 1880s. (5) £10

144 WHITLAND & CARDIGAN RAILWAY 1pp circular "Cardigan Extension" re a public meeting to 
discuss the building of the extension from Crymych to Cardigan. Dated October 1879. £10
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145 Handbill type NOTICE "Cilgerran Station - Coal, Culm, Lime, etc - James Adams & Co" listing the 
prices for materials sold by the company at the station. Circa 1880s. Punch holes in centre. £10

146 GWR parcels waybill for the transport of 2 boxes from Bath to Clevedon in 1843. Appears to be 
consigned by Brunel with his name appearing on the waybill. £10

147 L&YR notice to owners, lessees and occupiers re land needed in the Eccleshill area for the 
building of a branch to Hoddlesden. Large size, 8pp, folded, dated 1871. £5

148 L&YR. Folder containing approx 80 items of L&YR paperwork including headed letters, waybills, 
dividend statements, notices, etc. (Qty) £20

149 OXFORD AND AYLESBURY TRAMROAD COMPANY unused "Abstract of Overcharges" 
form. Plus other early paperwork items including examples from GWR, Barry Dock & Railway, 
Fishguard & Rosslare, Cardiff Railway, Royal Arsenal, Leominster and Kington, West London 
Extension, Grand Junction GW & SWR Junction, North Union, South Yorkshire & River Dun, 
Tralee & Dingle. (Qty) £10

150 LEEK & MANIFOLD VALLEY LIGHT RAILWAY director's report and statement of accounts for 
year ending December 1909. 12pp. £10

151 NBR director's report and statement of accounts for half year ending July 1899. Large size, 12pp, 
folded. Plus similar for year ending December 1922. (2) £10

152 Small quantity of MANCHESTER, SHEFFIELD & LINCOLNSHIRE RAILWAY paperwork items 
relating to the extension to London. Includes contract, various written letters from the solicitors, 
etc. Most dated 1890s. (Qty) £10

153 LYNTON AND BARNSTAPLE RAILWAY "Engine Driver's Report" form. Duly completed for the 
4.30pm am down train from Barnstaple and the 6.10pm up train from Lynton on August 5th 1901. 
£10

154 HUNSTANTON AND WEST NORFOLK RAILWAY COMPANY booklet of counterfoils from the 
issue of certificates of 5% debenture stock. Approx 200 pages with 77 pages complete with 
issuing details dated 1870s & 80s. Note: counterfoil side only. £10

155 WORCESTER AND ABERYSTWITH JUNCTION RAILWAY proposal for the railway and land 
purchase document dated December 1876. Postally used with three Victorian stamps attached. 
£10

156 BERKS AND HANTS HUNGERFORD EXTENSION RAILWAY AND RADSTOCK COLLIERY 
LINES proposal for the railway and land purchase document dated December 1845. 4pp, large 
size, folded. £10

157 Two LONDON AND YORK RAILWAY printed notices re signing of deeds by shareholders. 1 & 
2pp dated 1845. (2) £10

158 Two GREAT NORTH OF ENGLAND RAILWAY printed notices dated 1850, from the Secretary, 
Darlington and from Frewin (MP). (2) £10

159 Three YORK, NEWCASTLE AND BERWICK RAILWAY printed notices from the Secretary's 
Office, Newcastle upon Tyne dated 1850 - 1852 re payment claims by the Great North of England 
Railway. (3) £10

160 LEOMINISTER AND KINGTON RAILWAY printed notice re the amalgamation of the company 
with the GWR. Dated 1898. £10

161 GREAT EASTERN RAILWAY INSURANCE SOCIETY report and accounts for year ending 
December 1925. 16pp, very rusty staples removed. £10

Lots 162 - 176: Railway Loco and Equipment Manufacturers Publications
162 ARMSTRONG WHITWORTH landscape format publication in English and Spanish. Illustrated 

card covers showing company loco, 56pp detailing locos built by the company. Circa 1940s. VGC. 
£10

163 ROBERT STEPHENSON & HAWTHORNS LTD. booklet "Locomotives". 80pp fully illustrated 
guide to locos constructed by the company with text in English, French and Spanish. Circa 1940s. 
Covers very worn, spine taped. £10
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164 R. STEPHENSON & HAWTHORNS LTD booklet "Main Line Locomotives by R. Stephenson 
& Hawthorns Ltd". Pocket sized, 30+pp with photographs and technical details of locomotives 
produced by the company with text in four languages. Circa 1930s. Some creasing of covers. £10

165 ANDREW BARCLAY SONS & CO LTD catalogue of spare parts for "Light Class" locomotives 
manufactured by the company. Card covers, 48pp, fully illustrated catalogue, published circa 
1920s. £10

166 ANDREW BARCLAY SONS & CO LTD rule book type publication "Instructions for Drivers of 
Industrial Locomotives". Illustrated clothbound hardback covers show loco, 32pp circa 1920s. 
VGC. £10

167 ROBERT HUDSON & SONS LTD South Africa edition "Light Railway Equipment" folder containing 
several glossy coloured brochures, many relating to mining operations. Circa mid 1950s. £10

168 THOMAS HILL (Rotherham) card folder containing glossy brochure and specification for company 
"Planet" type 0-4-0 shunting locos. Circa mid 1950s. Plus later folder of details for company 0-6-0 
Vanguard type locos, circa 1970s. (2) £10

169 PECKETT & SONS smaller sized, catalogue type booklet "Abridged Illustrated List of Tank 
Engines". 28pp, paperback, dated 1938. £10

170 HK PORTER COMPANY (Pittsburgh) catalogue of "Steam Locomotive Repair Parts". Brown card 
covers, 83pp illustrated guide to company products. Dated 1913. Marking to covers, some foxing. 
£10

171 LAMP MANUFACTURING COMPANY LTD catalogue of railway carriage and signal lamps. 
Artwork covers, 32pp, fully illustrated, circa 1900s. Covers very poor, spine taped, contents OK. 
£10

172 RAILWAY SIGNAL COMPANY LIMITED catalogue B1 "Control of Traffic on Railways by the 
Webb-Thompson Miniature Train Staff and Auxiliary Apparatus". Hardback, 94pp, fully illustrated, 
circa late 1910s. £10

173 WESTINGHOUSE BRAKE & SAXBY SIGNAL CO booklet "Electro Pneumatic Signalling at 
Southport L&YR". Artwork card covers, 27pp, fully illustrated reprint from the Railway Gazette 
Magazine, May 1919. Dog-eared, creased and worn. Paul Edwards library label inside front 
cover. £10

174 WESTINGHOUSE BRAKE & SIGNAL CO published booklet "Retarders - Modern Hump Yard 
Equipment". Photo illustrated card covers, comb binding, 18pp, circa late 1930s. £10

175 SIEMENS AND GENERAL ELECTRIC RAILWAY SIGNAL COMPANY LIMITED hardback book 
detailing company signalling equipment. 488pp, dated 1947. Covers worn. £10

176 J.STONE & CO booklet "Equipment for British Railways New Diesel Pullman Trains". Fully 
illustrated glossy publication with coloured photo covers showing the Blue Pullman set. 12pp 
dated 1960. £10

Lots 177 - 279: Maps, Plans and Diagrams
(dmf = dissected, mounted and folded)

177 AIREY'S RAILWAY MAP of Lancashire & District dated 1879. Dmf into hardback covers with title 
in gold on front. Covers and spine very poor, annotations and scribbles to rear of map. £10

178 AIREY'S RAILWAY MAP of the South of England dated 1883. Dmf into modern replacement 
hardback covers. Good condition. £20

179 AIREY'S RAILWAY MAP of England & Wales dated 1895. Dmf into hardback covers with title in 
gold on front. Covers poor with front detached, map OK. £10

180 RAILWAY CLEARING HOUSE MAP of Gloucestershire & Oxfordshire Districts dated 1911. Dmf 
into hardback covers with title in gold on front. Good condition. £20

181 RAILWAY CLEARING HOUSE MAP of Cumberland & Westmorland Districts dated 1921. Dmf 
into hardback covers with title in gold on front. Fold tears and tape repairs to rear of map, covers 
very poor with taped spine. £10
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182 RAILWAY CLEARING HOUSE MAP of Durham & District dated 1914. Dmf into hardback covers 
with title in gold on front. Wear to covers, especially edges, map dusty. £10

183 RAILWAY CLEARING HOUSE MAP of Staffordshire District dated 1897. Dmf into hardback 
covers with title in gold on front. Covers rubbed, map OK. £20

184 RAILWAY CLEARING HOUSE MAP of Glasgow, Coatbridge & Paisley District dated 1932. Dmf 
into card covers with title on label on front. Slight wear to covers. £10

185 RAILWAY CLEARING HOUSE MAP of Manchester & District dated 1911. Dmf into hardback 
covers with title in gold on front. Good condition. £20

186 RAILWAY CLEARING HOUSE MAP of London and Suburbs dated 1898. Dmf into hardback 
covers with title in gold on front. Covers very poor with front detached, some foxing to rear of map. 
£10

187 RAILWAY CLEARING HOUSE MAP of London and its Environs dated 1910. Dmf into hardback 
covers with title in gold on front. Ex GER General Manager's Office and map annotated to show 
potential routes around north London. Covers rubbed. £10

188 RAILWAY CLEARING HOUSE MAP of Scotland dated 1923. Dmf into hardback covers with title 
in gold on front. Good condition. £10

189 RAILWAY CLEARING HOUSE MAP of Yorkshire District North Sheet dated 1914. Dmf into 
hardback covers with title in gold on front. Wear to edges of covers, map OK. £20

190 RAILWAY CLEARING HOUSE MAP of Lancashire & Cheshire Districts dated 1913. Dmf into 
hardback covers with title in gold on front. Spine wear. £20

191 RAILWAY CLEARING HOUSE MAP of South Wales dated 1910. Dmf into hardback covers with 
title in gold on front. Minor spine wear otherwise OK. £20

192 RAILWAY CLEARING HOUSE MAP of the West of England dated 1918. Dmf into hardback 
covers with title in gold on front. Wear to spine, large fold tear to map. £20

193 RAILWAY CLEARING HOUSE MAP of the East of England dated 1912. Dmf into hardback 
covers with title in gold on front. Good condition. £10

194 RAILWAY CLEARING HOUSE MAP of England & Wales dated 1897. Dmf into hardback covers 
with title in gold on front. Wear to covers, especially spine, map good. £10

195 RAILWAY CLEARING HOUSE MAP of England & Wales dated 1903. Dmf into hardback covers 
with title in gold on front. Good condition. £10

196 RAILWAY CLEARING HOUSE MAP of England & Wales dated 1947. Dmf into hardback covers 
with title in gold on front. Good condition. £10

197 RAILWAY CLEARING HOUSE BOOK OF JUNCTION DIAGRAMS dated 1914. 150+ diagrams 
in part leather bound hardback covers with title in gold on front. Complete with running powers 
supplement. Covers and spine very poor, some detached pages. £10

198 RAILWAY CLEARING HOUSE BOOK OF JUNCTION DIAGRAMS dated 1915. 150+ diagrams 
in modern replacement hardback covers. Complete with running powers supplement. VGC. £10

199 MS&LR "Colliery Map" of the South Yorkshire and Nottinghamshire area. RCH style map dmf into 
leather bound hardback covers with title in gold on front. Dated 1897. Covers very poor, map OK. 
£10

200 TAFF VALE RAILWAY "District Map" dated 1897. Coloured RCH style map on linen. Folded. £10
201 TAFF VALE RAILWAY "District Map" from the 1907 Parliamentary Session. Large sized fold out 

coloured map in RCH style. Dmf into leather bound covers with title in gold on front. Edges of 
covers rubbed otherwise good condition. £10

202 BANBURY AND CHELTENHAM DIRECT RAILWAY paper map of the proposed railway. Pencil 
annotations, probably ex prospectus. £5

203 GS&WR book of "Diagrams of Gradients and Curves". Leather bound hardback covers with title 
in gold on front, containing 11 fold out pages of diagrams. Dated 1904. Good condition. £10

204 LNWR "Map of the British Isles". Coloured map, dmf into hardback covers with title in gold on 
front. Circa 1910s, good condition. £10
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205 NER "Plan of York. 6" to 1 mile OS map of the centre of York, part coloured and annotated to show 
railway land, dmf into leather bound hardback covers. Produced by the NER Rating Surveyors 
Office York for the NER versus York Union legal(?) case. Undated, covers rubbed. £10

206 NER book of "Gradient Sections". Leather bound covers with title and coat of arms in gold on 
front, 13 pages of fold-out diagrams, dated 1905. Covers rubbed, generally OK. £10

207 GER diagrammatic system map showing the lines in each division. Dmf into hardback covers. 
Dated 1919. VGC. £10

208 GNR plan of additional lands and new roads around Stevenage as part of the Loop Line Enfield 
to Stevenage. Dmf into leather bound covers with title in gold on front. Many contemporary 
annotations, dated 1899. Covers rubbed. £10

209 GNR book of "Gradient Sections". Leather bound covers with title and coat of arms in gold on 
front, 9 pages of fold-out diagrams, circa 1900s. Worn, covers poor, spine very poor and partially 
detached. £10

210 GNR Railway Clearing House map of England & Wales dated 1906. Dmf into large sized card 
covers with title on label on front. Very worn and with faults. £10

211 LMS large sized RCH type diagram covering No.10 section north of Nottingham. Clothbound, 
folding into green cloth covers with title on label on front. Undated. £10

212 LMS plan of the signalling at Coupar Angus South with details of direction plates and painting. 
Plan of area on paper with details of signal lever description plates and painting dates below. 
Dated 1938. Folded and worn. £10

213 Four LMS plans on linen of "Control Areas" showing line diagram of the extent of the Huddersfield, 
Manchester Eastern, Central and Western control areas. Each 14" x 9", undated. £10

214 LMS Chief Engineer's Office plan of Evesham showing new proposed 57 foot turntable. Approx 
42" x 14" on paper, part coloured to show turntable, dated 1938. Folded. £10

215 Approx 30 LMS and BR(M) Western Division side strip diagrams. Dated 1930s - 60s. £10
216 LNER North Eastern Section "Plan of the South Durham Coalfield". Reduced size NER map, dmf 

into hardback covers with title on label on front. Plus similar covering the North Durham Coalfield. 
(2) £10

217 LNER "Colliery Map of Stirlingshire, Linlithgowshire, Lanarkshire, Dumbartonshire areas". RCH 
style map, dmf into hardback clothbound covers with title on front. Circa 1940s, ex Chief Stores 
Superintendent. Slight cover wear. £10

218 LNER "Colliery Map of Ayrshire and Fifeshire". RCH style map, dmf into hardback clothbound 
covers with title on front. Circa 1940s, ex Chief Stores Superintendent. Slight cover wear. £10

219 LNER (possibly) plan of the Northumberland Coalfield. RCH style map coloured to show collieries 
and ownership. Dmf into hardback clothbound covers with title in gold on front. Undated. Slight 
cover wear, generally good condition. £10

220 LNER (possibly) plan of the Durham Coalfield. RCH style map coloured to show collieries and 
ownership. Dmf into hardback clothbound covers with title in gold on front. Undated. Slight cover 
wear, generally good condition. £10

221 BR(S) London Central District area No.1 line diagrams showing lines from Victoria and Norwood 
Junction. Large sized clothbound sheet folding into green covers. Undated. £10

222 BR(S) London Central District area No.2 line diagrams showing lines in the Norwood Junction 
and New Cross Gate area. Large sized clothbound sheet folding into green covers. Undated. £10

223 BR(S) London Central District area No.3 line diagrams showing lines in the Surrey/Sussex area. 
Large sized clothbound sheet folding into green covers. Undated. £10

224 BR(S) London Central District area No.4 line diagrams showing lines from London Bridge. Large 
sized clothbound sheet folding into green covers. Undated. £10

225 BR(S) London Central District area No.5 line diagrams showing lines from Brighton etc. Large 
sized clothbound sheet folding into green covers. Undated. Fold tear. £10

226 BR(S) London Central District line diagrams showing Bricklayers Arms, Stewarts Lane and 
Battersea Wharf area. Large sized clothbound sheet folding into green covers. Undated. £10
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227 BR(S) South Eastern Division area No.3 line diagrams showing lines in the north Kent area. Large 
sized clothbound sheet folding into green covers with title on label on front. Dated 1964. £10

228 BR(S) South Eastern Division area No.4 line diagrams showing lines from Victoria and Holborn 
Viaduct. Large sized clothbound sheet folding into green covers with title on label on front. Dated 
1964. £10

229 BR(S) South Eastern Division area No.5 line diagrams showing lines in Kent. Large sized 
clothbound sheet folding into green covers with title on label on front. Undated. £10

230 BR(S) London Central District area No.3 line diagrams. Large sized clothbound sheet folding into 
green covers with title on label on front. Undated, many alterations and annotations. £10

231 BR(S) book of signal diagrams. 100+ pages of diagrams showing track layout and signalling at 
stations and junctions, mostly Central Division locations. Most dated 1980s. Contained in BR 
hardback folder. £10

232 BR(S) Signal Engineer's track plan of Barnstaple Junction "A". 48" x 16" on linen, dated 1956. 
Folded, worn and faded. £10

233 Two BR(W) S&T Department plans showing singling and resignalling of the line between Salisbury 
and Exeter. Each large size, folded and dated 1967. (2) £10

234 GRANVILLE "Skeleton Map of the Principal Mineral Springs and Sea Bathing Places of England" 
showing canals and railroads. 14" x 12" map on cloth, circa 1840s. £10

235 CHEFFIN'S "London and Birmingham Railway Map" dated 1835. Two part coloured map, dmf into 
card covers and contained in a slip case. Fading to slip case, maps OK. £10

236 CHEFFINS'S MAP of the "English & Scotch Railways". Clothbound coloured map, dmf into green 
clothbound covers with title on label on front. Third edition dated 1843. Good for age. £10

237 CHEFFIN'S "Map of the Railways of England & Scotland". Circa 1850. Coloured map, dmf into 
clothbound hardback covers with title on attached label. £10

238 WALKER'S map of the railways of England and Wales. Part coloured to show actual and proposed 
lines. Dmf into clothbound hardback covers, dated 1838. Some wear, good for age. £10

239 WYLD'S published four part railway map of England, Wales and Scotland. Each section dmf into 
clothbound hardback covers with section name on front. Circa 1850s. Some restoration to covers, 
generally good condition. £10

240 DRAKE'S "Railroad Maps of the entire route from London to Liverpool and Manchester". 
Hardback, pocket sized containing two part hand coloured maps of the line plus fold out time 
and fare table for the Grand Junction and London & Birmingham Railway. Circa 1830s. Good 
condition for age. £10

241 BUSINESS STATISTICS COMPANY LIMITED published map of the Derbyshire & Nottinghamshire 
coalfield. RCH style map coloured to show collieries and ownership. Dmf into hardback clothbound 
covers with title in gold on front. Undated. Good condition. £10

242 BACON'S EXCELSIOR large sized map of England and Wales showing the railways. Dmf into 
card covers, undated, very worn. Plus eight booklets or items of ephemera including LNER 
published "Notes for LNER Passengers" dated July 1938. (9) £10

243 RHODESIA RAILWAY coloured system map. Poster sized, small section along l/h edge missing, 
possibly ex guide book. £5

244 LMS signalbox diagram from Golds Hill Crossing showing the line from Dudley to Walsall. 28" x 
17", linen backed, dated 1950. Folded. £10

245 GWR Signal Engineer's signalbox diagram from Long Rock. Approx 92" x 17", undated. Large 
tear and tape repair. As used on a temporary basis in the signalbox when the original is away for 
amendment. £10

246 BR(W) Signal Engineer's signalbox diagram from St.Blazey. Approx 72" x 21", dated 1973. As 
used on a temporary basis in the signalbox when the original is away for amendment. £10

247 BR(W) Signal Engineer's copy of the GWR Signal Engineer's Office signalbox diagram from 
Nancegollan. Approx 48" x 16", dated 1951. As used on a temporary basis in the signalbox when 
the original is away for amendment. Folded. £10
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248 BR(W) Signal Engineer's copy of the BR(S) signalbox diagram from Tavistock North. Approx 36" 
x 18", dated 1955. Folded, edge tears. As used on a temporary basis in the signalbox when the 
original is away for amendment. £10

249 BR(W) Signal Engineer's signalbox diagram from Carnbrea. Approx 54" x 14", dated 1969. As 
used on a temporary basis in the signalbox when the original is away for amendment. £10

250 BR(W) Signal Engineer's copy of the GWR Signal Engineer's Office signalbox diagram from 
Luxulyan. Approx 48" x 16", dated 1956. As used on a temporary basis in the signalbox when the 
original is away for amendment. Folded. £10

251 BR(W) Signal Engineer's signalbox diagram from Doublebois Station. Approx 36" x 16", dated 
1964. As used on a temporary basis in the signalbox when the original is away for amendment. 
Folded. £10

252 BR(W) Signal Engineer's signalbox diagram from Menheniot. Approx 72" x 22", dated 1969. 
Some staining, small edge faults. As used on a temporary basis in the signalbox when the original 
is away for amendment. £10

253 BR(W) Signal Engineer's copy of the GWR Signal Engineer's Office signalbox diagram from 
Ponsandane. Approx 48" x 18", dated 1964. As used on a temporary basis in the signalbox when 
the original is away for amendment. Folded. £10

254 BR(W) Signal Engineer's signalbox diagram from Hayle Station. Approx 48" x 20", dated 1962. As 
used on a temporary basis in the signalbox when the original is away for amendment. £10

255 BR(W) Signal Engineer's signalbox diagram from Drump Lane. Approx 72" x 20", dated 1955. 
Large tear and tape repair. As used on a temporary basis in the signalbox when the original is 
away for amendment. £10

256 BR(W) Signal Engineer's signalbox diagram from St.Erth. Approx 96" x 24", dated 1958. Tears 
and tape repairs at ends. As used on a temporary basis in the signalbox when the original is away 
for amendment. £10

257 BR(W) Chief Operating Superintendent's copy of the GWR Signal Department Office signalbox 
diagram from Par Bridge Crossing. Approx 24" x 15", dated 1957. As used on a temporary basis 
in the signalbox when the original is away for amendment. Folded. £10

258 BR(W) office copy of the signalbox diagram from Leominster showing the lines from Ford Bridge 
towards Woofferton Junction. 72" x 20", dated 1970. Folded. £10

259 Railway Signal Company blueprint for LIVERPOOL OVERHEAD RAILWAY office copy signalbox 
diagram for Dingle station. 40" x 20" on linen, dated 1943. £10

260 CLC track plan showing the track layout and signalling at Knotty Ash station. 24" x 11", part 
coloured diagram on paper. Undated, punch holes at l/h end (tape repaired), disbound from larger 
volume. Rolled. £10

261 CLC track plan showing the track layout and signalling at Southport Junction. 24" x 11", part 
coloured diagram on paper. Undated, punch holes at l/h end, disbound from larger volume. 
Rolled. £10

262 CLC track plan showing the track layout and signalling at Aintree station. 24" x 11", part coloured 
diagram on paper. Undated, punch holes at l/h end, disbound from larger volume. Rolled. £10

263 GNR large rolled book of plans and sections of the proposed Boston deviation produced in 1846. 
3pp, some wear. Plus another similar. (2) £10

264 EASTERN UNION AND HADLEIGH JUNCTION RAILWAY large rolled book of plans and 
sections of the proposed extension from Bentley to Hadleigh dated 1845. 7pp, replacement 
covers. £10

265 EASTERN UNION RAILWAY large rolled book of plans and sections of the proposed extension 
from Ipswich to Bury St.Edmunds dated 1844. 18pp, replacement covers. £10

266 IPSWICH AND BURY ST.EDMUNDS RAILWAY large rolled book of plans and sections of the 
proposed extension from Bury St.Edmunds to Newmarket & Ely dated 1846. 23pp, replacement 
covers. £10
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267 NORTH MIDLAND RAILWAY plan of the line through the parish of Wingfield in Derbyshire. 
Approx 6ft long, 12" wide, part coloured on linen showing line and land ownership. Plus similar, 
although smaller, plan on paper showing parish of Wingerworth. Undated. (2) £10

268 GWR large rolled book of plans and sections for additional lands for various locations, produced 
for the 1865 parliamentary session. 20+pp, wear and faults. £10

269 Railway Signal Company plan for the LIVERPOOL OVERHEAD RAILWAY Northern Extension. 
30ft to 1", coloured, showing Seaforth station, carriage shed and Alexandra Dock station. 40" x 
18" on linen, dated 1893. Folds. £10

270 GWR coloured plan showing the junctions at Middle Duffryn Sidings, Cwmbach Crossing, 
Cresselly Crossing and Mountain Ash and instructions to be carried out when flooding occurs. 
Dated 1946. Plus office copy signalbox diagram for Stonefield dated 1936. (2) £10

271 SR plan of the colour light signalling between Victoria Central and Battersea Park. Coloured plan 
on linen, 24" wide, very long, dated 1937. £10

272 SR plan of the colour light signalling between Victoria Eastern and Wandsworth Road. Coloured 
plan on linen, 24" wide, very long, dated 1937. £10

273 BR(W) Signal Engineer's diagram on linen showing signalling at St.Blazey Bridge Crossing. 
Approx 18" x 16", dated 1961. Plus similar (although larger) 1950 issue. (2) £10

274 BR(S) plan of the proposed colour light signalling between Norwood Junction and Bricklayers 
Arms Junction. Coloured plan, 20" wide, very long, dated 1948. £10

275 BR(E) Civil Engineer's Department plan of Tinsley Marshalling Yard. 72" x 16" on paper, dated 
1962. Folded, minor faults and wear. £10

276 Two privately produced PLANS on linen showing lines in Nottinghamshire and Lincolnshire and 
the route of the Notts & Lincs Railtour, 12th September 1964. Rolled. (2) £10

277 GUILDFORD BOROUGH EXTENSION OS type map dated 1933, published by Edward Stanford 
Ltd. Coloured to show water facilities around Guildford and Woking. Dmf into clothbound hardback 
covers with title on label on front. £10

278 MAIDSTONE WATER OS type map dated 1885. Hand coloured to show River Medway. Dmf into 
clothbound hardback covers with title on label on front. £10

279 DERBY CORPORATION WATER OS type map dated 1899. Hand coloured to show reservoirs 
south of Sheffield. Dmf into clothbound hardback covers with title on label on front. £10

Lots 280 - 362: Timetables, Timetable Sheets/Cards and Working Booklets
(PTT = Passenger Timetable, WTT = Working Timetable)

280 DOVER AND DEAL RAILWAY thin card 12" x 8" timetable for Margate - Shorncliffe and Dover - 
Deal services. Red and black print, dated October 1888. Grubby and creased. £10

281 BRADSHAW'S RAILWAY GUIDE dated April 1845. Yellow paperback covers, 70pp plus adverts. 
Covers extremely poor, detached and with loss. Sections separated, some remnants of a map 
included. £10

282 BRADSHAW'S RAILWAY GUIDE dated November 1941. 1125pp. £10
283 BRADSHAW'S RAILWAY GUIDE dated November 1946. 1127pp, marking to covers. £10
284 BRADSHAW'S RAILWAY GUIDE dated September 1947. 1127pp, slight cover wear. £10
285 HIGHLAND RAILWAY PTT dated July 1903. Black and red paperback covers showing coat of 

arms, 108pp, no fold out map. Covers faded, tape added to edges of covers (front and back). £10
286 L&YR PTT dated February 1917. Smaller size with coloured decorative paperback covers, 176pp, 

good condition. £10
287 LNWR PTT dated October 1909. Red and black illustrated covers showing system map. 226pp 

plus maps, spine taped. £10
288 L&YR and LNWR joint PTT of services between England and Ireland via Fleetwood and Belfast 

along with connecting rail services. Coloured pictorial paperback covers showing ship, 42pp 
dated July 1887. Covers worn and detached. £10
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289 SECR smaller sized PTT of services to the continent. Red and black print, 64pp dated May 1906. 
Attached label on front. £16

290 SOUTH EASTERN RAILWAY continental timetable dated December 1891. Orange paperback 
covers, 72pp plus fold out map. Spine taped, some wear to edges of pages. £10

291 LONDON TILBURY & SOUTHEND RAILWAY PTT dated June 1915. Foolscap sized, maroon 
covers, 85pp plus fold out map. Spine faults otherwise good condition. £10

292 LT&SR timetable covers. Blue coloured clothbound hardback covers with coat of arms in gold on 
front. Spine poor, edges rubbed. £10

293 COCKERMOUTH, KESWICK & PENRITH RAILWAY WTT dated October 1916. 12pp, covers 
dusty. £10

294 NORTH EASTERN RAILWAY WTT dated March 1864. 24pp, spine taped. £10
295 NORTH BRITISH RAILWAY Southern and Central Districts WTT of passenger and goods 

services dated June 1920. 131pp. £10
296 NORTH BRITISH RAILWAY Fife and Northern Districts WTT of passenger and goods services 

dated June 1920. 134pp, front cover loose. £10
297 RHONDDA AND SWANSEA BAY RAILWAY No.1 Supplement to the appendix to the working 

timetable and supplementary instructions etc. 9pp dated April 1909. £10
298 GER appendix to the WTT. 409pp No.21 dated November 1910. Covers poor, many pages very 

poor, several detached. £10
299 LNWR Central District WTT of passenger and freight trains. 207pp dated October 1919. Disbound 

from larger volume, spine taped. £10
300 LNWR North Eastern District "Special Arrangements, Train Alterations & Notices of Running of 

Special Trains" No.46 dated July 8th - 15th 1882. 21pp. £10
301 LNWR booklet "Programme of Times and Working Arrangements for Special Trains and Through 

Carriages conveying Transmigrants & Baggage via Liverpool". 15pp dated April 1920. £10
302 Eleven GCR Manchester District Special Traffic Arrangements and Engineering Works notices. 

Each 14 - 44pp dated 1907 - 1910. (11) £10
303 Ten L&YR "Programme of Special Train & Other Arrangements" notices. Various issues between 

1885 and 1916. Condition varies. (10) £20
304 GWR PTT dated October 1941. Cream and brown covers, 106pp. Plus GWR National Emergency 

Suspension and Alterations to Services booklet dated September 1939 (poor). (2) £10
305 GWR PTT dated October 1944. Cream and brown covers, 106pp. Plus similar dated May 1944 

and October 1946. Faults to covers, very grubby and worn on first example. (3) £10
306 GWR PTT dated May 1945. Cream and brown covers, 106pp. Plus similar dated October 1945 

and May 1946. Covers grubby and worn on first example. (3) £10
307 GWR TIMETABLE COVERS. Tinplate type in brown and cream design similar to the company 

PTT. Foolscap sized, some rusting. Complete with PTTs dated October 1946, June 1947, October 
1947. Wear and faults to timetables. (4) £10

308 GWR No.6 section of the service timetable Plymouth to and from Ashburton Junction & Penzance. 
126pp dated October 1923. Plus similar dated July 1924 and September 1935. All with faults, 
some poor. (3) £10

309 GWR service timetable section No.16 covering Whitchurch, Brecon, Pwllheli and Aberystwyth. 
80pp, dated May 1946. £10

310 GWR bound volume of notices of special trains. Approx 150pp of notices issued between 
January 1910 and October 1911, bound into hardback covers with title on spine. Ex Office of 
Superintendent of the Line. £10

311 GWR notice No.52 "Passenger Train Working Paddington Station, West London Carriage Sidings 
and Old Oak Common". 45pp dated October 1947. Some foxing. £10

312 LMS PTT booklets. All system except suburban May 1946, London suburban June 1947, LMS-
NCC October 1946. (3) £10
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313 LMS & ANGLETERRE-LORRAINE-ALSACE STEAMSHIP COMPANY PTT for through services 
via the Tilbury - Dunkerque route. Coloured pictorial covers showing map of services via the 
channel, 74pp plus fold out map, dated May 1928. Covers a little worn and detached. Plus similar 
dated May 1931. (2) £10

314 LMS Midland Division sections 1 - 6 WTT of passenger trains. 394pp dated July 1934. Foxing to 
covers. £10

315 LNER PTT booklets. All system except suburban May 1946 and October 1947, continental 
services October 1946, Yorkshire, Durham & Northumberland October 1947, GC Joint line 
services October 1946, services from and to King's Cross October 1946, from and to Liverpool St 
October 1947. (6) £10

316 LNER GE Section bound volume of WTTs for 1923. 1000+pp in hardback covers. Some cover 
wear, bindings loose. £10

317 LNER Great Northern Section circular No.42271a "Discontinuance of and Alterations in Passenger 
Train Service consequent upon Labour Troubles". Foolscap sized, 16pp dated 1st June 1926. 
Rusty staples. £10

318 LNER booklet "Through Carriage Working and Marshalling Arrangements Main Line including 
Cambridge Branch". 145pp dated July 1939. Covers a little marked. £10

319 LNER Southern Area - Eastern Section circular F2/738 "East Anglian Herring Season 1947". 
16pp. £10

320 SR PTT dated June 1947. Two tone green covers, 505pp. Plus SR PTT of suburban services 
dated October 1947. 348pp. (2) £10

321 SR Southern Electric 46pp timetable for the extension of electrification to Reading. Green and 
white covers showing EMU and clock. Dated January 1939. £10

322 SR Brighton Electric 24pp timetable for extension of electric services to Brighton, Hove and 
Worthing. Blue, green and yellow covers showing EMUS on viaduct. Dated January 1933. £10

323 SR London Central Division section A WTT of passenger trains, main line and main line branch 
services. 258pp dated July 1932. Slight cover wear. £10

324 BR(M) timetable cover. 1950s type smaller sized with maroon leather bound hardback covers 
with name on front (faded). Slightly warped but generally OK. £10

325 BR(W) timetable cover. Brown, clothbound hardback covers with name and totem symbol in 
cream on front. Complete with September 1960 timetable booklet. £10

326 BR(M) North Western Lines sections A-M WTT of freight trains. 500+pp dated October 1966. Plus 
supplement No.2 dated January 1967. (2) £10

327 BR(M) 50 page foolscap sized typescript document "Carriage Diagrams - Central Division". Dated 
July 1951. £10

328 BR(M) 50 page foolscap sized typescript document "Carriage Diagrams - Central Division". Dated 
June 1955. £10

329 BR(M). 46 typescript sheets showing main line diesel locomotive programmes for Bescot depot 
class 47 locos. Dated May 1979. Slight wear. £10

330 BR(M) "Trip Notice Stoke on Trent Divisional Manager's Area - Chester District". 7pp dated May 
1976. Plus similar for Crewe & Nuneaton Districts and Stoke on Trent & Stafford Districts. (3) £10

331 BR(E) M&GN Joint Section "Steam Carriage Working". 18pp dated June 1958. £10
332 BR(E) (Western) "Carriage Working". 134pp dated June 1956. £10
333 BR(E) booklet "Cambridge Line Carriage Working". Card covers, 136pp, dated June 1961. £10
334 BR(E) foolscap sized "Locomen's Programmes - York Depot - Class 55". Typescript, 9 pages, 

dated June 1981. £10
335 BR(E) foolscap sized typescript notice "King's Cross Suburban Enginemen's Diagrams - 

Saturdays Excepted - King's Cross, Hatfield, Hitchin, Cambridge Depots". 40 pages dated May 
1970. £10

336 BR(E) "Conditional Locomotive Programmes" for main line depots (Haymarket, Gateshead, 
York). Plus similar for Immingham depot. 40 typescript pages in total, dated October 1972. (2) £10
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337 BR(E) "Trip Notice Immingham Area". 19 typescript pages dated October 1978. £10
338 BR(W) sections A - K WTT of freight trains. 800+pp divided into three volumes, dated September 

1961. Cover missing from second section. (3) £10
339 BR(W) No.4 section of the service timetable covering Bristol to and from Didcot, Standish 

Junction, Severn Tunnel Junction and Highbridge. 357pp dated September 1951. Front cover 
poor and detached. £10

340 BR(W) No.9 section of the service timetable covering the Cardiff area. 282pp, dated September 
1948. Covers worn. £10

341 BR(W) notice No.28 "Coronation - Notice of Through Freight Train Arrangements - 31st May to 
4th June 1953". 20pp. £10

342 BR(S) London (Western) and Southern Districts booklet of revised engine workings for Sundays. 
16pp, dated May 1959. £10

343 BR(S) Steam carriage Working Notice No.34W - Restaurant, Buffet and Pullman Car Workings". 
Ten large sized typescript pages covering June - September 1959. £10

344 BR(NE) sections A - F WTT of freight trains. 300+pp dated November 1959. Covers creased. £10
345 BR(NE). 33 typescript sheets showing Holbeck depot passenger engine working. Dated March 

1967. £10
346 BR(NE) foolscap sized 20 typescript page document "Freight Locomotive Diagrams - Holbeck 

Depot". Dated September 1958. Many annotations. £10
347 BR(NE) foolscap sized 46 typescript page document "Passenger Locomotive and Diesel Working 

- Leeds District". Dated June 1959. £10
348 BR(ScR) section 2 WTT of passenger trains Perth, Glasgow, Edinburgh and Carlisle and 

branches. 151pp dated June 1950. Rusty staples. £10
349 BR(ScR) section X WTT Burntisland District. 150pp dated September 1952. Rusty staples. £10
350 BELFAST & COUNTY DOWN RAILWAY time and faretable booklet. Illustrated paperback covers 

showing paddle steamer and Newcastle. 48pp, no map, dated September 1916. Rusty staple. 
Plus GNR(I) guide book "Magic Miles in Ireland" published 1934. Ex library with library stamps 
and wear to covers. (2) £10

351 BELFAST & NORTHERN COUNTIES RAILWAY time and faretable booklet. Illustrated paperback 
covers showing ship and places served. 80pp plus adverts, no map, dated October 1899. Large 
tear and loss to poor covers. £10

352 BELFAST & NORTHERN COUNTIES RAILWAY time and faretable booklet. Illustrated paperback 
covers showing ship and places served. 82pp plus adverts and fold out map, dated April 1902. 
Disbound causing spine damage. Paper fragile. £10

353 BELFAST & NORTHERN COUNTIES RAILWAY time and faretable booklet. Illustrated paperback 
covers showing ship and places served. 72pp plus adverts and fold out map, dated December 
1902. Disbound causing spine damage, rear cover poor and detached, small detached section 
from one page. Paper fragile. £10

354 WATERFORD & LIMERICK RAILWAY working timetable type timetable and train alterations 
booklet dated September 1891. Paperback, 48pp, staples removed. £10

355 WATERFORD & LIMERICK RAILWAY working timetable type timetable and train alterations 
booklet dated November 1890. Card covers, 40pp. Spine split causing covers to be detached, 
some loose and detached pages, tipped in amendments. £10

356 WATERFORD & LIMERICK RAILWAY working timetable type timetable and train alterations 
booklet dated May 1892. Card covers, 40pp, staples removed. £10

357 GNR(I) PTT dated June 1959. Photo illustrated covers, 60pp plus fold out map. Plus similar dated 
September 1950, June and September 1951. (4) £10

358 ULSTER TRANSPORT AUTHORITY Northern Counties Area WTT. 39pp dated October 1958. £5
359 PARIS, LYON AND MEDITERRANEAN RAILWAY smaller sized PTT booklet dated Winter 

service ending April 1926. 260pp. Plus similar 100pp edition for the Chemin de Fer du Midi. (2) 
£10
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360 WAGONS LITS PTT "Guide des Grands Express Europeens de la Compagnie Internationale des 
Wagons Lits". Blue and gold paperback covers, 398pp, dated June 1958. Cover wear, well used. 
£10

361 SOUTH AFRICA. Smaller sized PTT "Eastern Province & Border Train & Tram Timetable". 
Paperback, 120pp dated August 1920. £10

362 PAKISTAN WESTERN RAILWAY PTT and faretable dated October 1965. Colour photo covers, 
258pp plus adverts and fold out map, bound into clothbound hardback covers. VGC. £10

Lots 363 - 383: Handbills and Leaflets
363 WESTON CLEVEDON & PORTISHEAD RAILWAY handbill for cheap tickets to Weston super 

Mare for the Guy Fawkes Carnival. Blue print, dated November 1934. £10
364 SOUTH YORKSHIRE JOINT LINE COMMITTEE handbill "Market Ticket Arrangements" showing 

reduced fares to Doncaster & Worksop" for January 1923. Printed on salmon coloured paper, 
small rusty pin hole top l/h corner. £10

365 GNR. Seventeen handbills mostly for excursions to the coast, London and Lincoln. Includes horse 
races, cricket and special events. Most dated 1870. Faults to some. (17) £10

366 Eight GNR handbills including excursions and cheap fares to the Boat Race and horse race 
meetings at Doncaster and Newmarket. Many dated 1870. Faults to some, pin holes down l/h 
edge of most. (8) £10

367 Four GNR handbill type excursion programme booklets. Dated 1906 - 1922. All with faults, some 
poor. (4) £10

368 Four L&YR excursion handbills for joint operations with other railway companies. Newark, 
Grantham, Cambridge etc from Lancashire (joint with GNR 1911), West of England (joint with 
GWR 1912), South of England (joint with GCR 1901), Chester Races from Yorkshire (joint with 
LNWR 1914). Faults and small loss to most. (4) £10

369 Three L&YR handbills. Easter excursions from Manchester (12pp dated 1902), Royal Agricultural 
Show Manchester 1916, Great Yorkshire Show Bradford 1914. (3) £10

370 Two LNWR smaller sized handbills for excursions to Liverpool 1886 and to Blackpool 1890, both 
from the Leeds area. Laid on backing paper. Plus SECR handbill for excursions from the south 
coast to London 1921 and Furness Railway handbill for rail, coach and steamer tours with map 
on rear, dated 1915. Wear to all. (4) £10

371 MIDLAND RAILWAY handbills for excursions to Matlock, Bromford Bridge (Birmingham races), 
Derby Races (torn). All 1904. Fragile. Plus GWR handbill for IOW excursion from Paddington 
dated 1899 (faults, fragile). (4) £10

372 B&CDR handbill for day fares to Sydenham and Holywood. Dated 1946. Tears and fading. Plus 
seven GNR(I) handbills for cheap fares including excursion to Belfast for Northern Ireland v 
Italy football match 1958. Also two UTA handbills for race meetings. Dated 1939 - 1967. Faults, 
creases and tears to most. (10) £10

373 Sixteen LMS excursion and cheap fares handbills, many from the East Midlands. Dated 1936 - 
39. String tears and faults to some. (16) £10

374 LMS. Approx 20 LMS and BR(M) handbills and leaflets for excursions and cheap fares, many 
centred on the Northamptonshire area. Includes LMS pocket timetable for London services. 
Condition varies, some very poor. (Qty) £10

375 SR 12pp handbill type booklet "Hampshire Fruit Traffic Kent 1939". Green print. Plus appropriate 
SR special traffic notice in connection with the Hampshire fruit traffic 1939 season. 33pp, rusty 
staples. (2) £10

376 SR 12pp handbill type booklet "Fruit and Vegetable Traffic from Kent 1939". Plus similar 1938 
issue. (2) £10

377 Twenty eight BR handbills for football matches, some involving smaller clubs such as Crewe, 
Walsall, Halifax, Luton, Accrington Stanley. Dated 1955 - 59. Punch holes to most. (28) £10
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378 Eighteen BR(M) and BR(W) handbills for home and away football matches involving West 
Bromwich Albion. Dated 1955 - 59. Punch holes to most. (18) £10

379 Twenty BR(M) handbills for home and away football matches involving Aston Villa. Dated 1955 - 
59. Punch holes to many. (20) £10

380 Sixteen BR(S) handbills for excursions and cheap tickets. Various destinations, many on coloured 
paper, dated 1948 - 50. Includes some longer types. (16) £10

381 APPROX 30 BR handbills. Various regions dated 1950s and 60s. Condition varies. (30) £10
382 APPROX 60 mostly BR(S) handbills for excursions and cheap fares to or from West Country 

locations. Dated 1950s & 60s, some duplication, string tears to many. (60) £10
383 APPROX 60 smaller and folding handbill type timetable leaflets. Mostly BR(M, W & E) issues, 

dated 1950s and 60s. Some duplication. (60) £10

Lots 384 - 394: Menus
384 MANCHESTER, SHEFFIELD & LINCOLNSHIRE RAILWAY luncheon menu for the ceremony 

of turning the first sod of the "New Derbyshire Lines". Coloured decorative covers, 4pp thin card 
opening to show menu and toasts. Dated 7th February 1890. Tape repair to spine. £10

385 NORTH BRITISH STATION HOTEL Edinburgh menu and programme for the Hogmanay 
celebration 1928. Coloured pictorial card covers showing view of Edinburgh Castle, menu and 
musical programme on loose pages in middle. Minor wear. £10

386 L&YR programme and menu for the Goods Trains Superintendent's Staff picnic, June 25th 1910 
to Belfast, Greyabbey, Ballywalter Park and Donaghadee. Pocket sized, blue print, slightly dusty. 
£10

387 GWR menu for the directors' luncheon on 19th December 1947. Brown print, 4pp thin card with 
illustrations of locos Vulcan and County of Middlesex on front. Opens to show menu with view of 
Windsor Castle on rear. Some foxing. £10

388 LMS Royal Train breakfast menu dated 1st August 1940. Thin card with coat of arms in gold at 
top. VGC. £10

389 LMS Royal Scot menu. Red, green and blue covers showing Scotsman, 6pp opening to show 
lunch menu, wine list and advert for hotels with system map on rear. Dated 14th April 1937. Some 
wear. £10

390 LMS restaurant car dinner menu for a special train in connection with the Grand National. Thin 
card, blue and gold print with menu on front and wine list on rear. Dated 23rd March 1934. £10

391 LNER. Four different LNER menus mostly for staff gatherings and celebrations including Central 
Wagon Control Office at York 1927, Farewell Party for The Hoo, Whitwell 1945, CGMO First 
Anniversary 1946, Marylebone Station 1947. Most autographed. £10

392 LNER Royal Station Hotel luncheon menu. 4pp thin card with illustration of York Minster by Cyril 
H. Barraud on front. Opens to show menu with history of York on rear. Dated August 25th 1939. 
Slight wear. £10

393 LNER "The Railway Centenary 1825-1925" menu for the banquet held at Darlington on 2nd July 
1925. 4pp thin card with illustration of George Stephenson on front and Locomotion on rear. 
Some foxing. £10

394 BR(M) luncheon menu from a special train to Wembley for the Leicester v Manchester United FA 
Cup Final, May 1963. Thin card, blue print with menu on front and wine list on rear. £10

Lots 395 - 460: Official Publications, Guides Etc.
395 WEST COAST ROUTE publicity booklet "Come Awa to Bonnie Scotland". Coloured pictorial 

covers showing bagpipe playing Scotsman and view of river. 16pp with cartoon like colour 
illustrations by Hassall. Circa 1900s. Good condition. £10
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396 EAST COAST ROUTE official publication "Gathering of the Clans by East Coast Route". 
Coloured pictorial paperback covers showing Royal Stuart tartan, 16pp illustrated guide to places 
to visit with coloured representations of the tartan of the various Scottish clans. Circa 1910. Good 
condition. £10

397 EAST COAST ROUTE fold out leaflet "The Straight Road between England and Scotland". 
Coloured pictorial covers showing views of King's Cross and Edinburgh. Opens to show map of 
route and timetable with travel information on rear. Dated July 1922. VGC. £16

398 NBR publication "Circular Excursions and Cheap Day Trips from Principal Tourist Centres - West 
Highland Section". Red and black artwork covers, 64pp dated July 1914. Minor cover wear. £10

399 FURNESS RAILWAY. Seven 'Tour Cards' each in the shape of an artist's pallet showing colour 
views of places visited. Fare details and route map on rear. Incomplete set. Good condition. Circa 
1900. £10

400 STRATFORD-UPON-AVON AND MIDLAND JUNCTION RAILWAY official publication "The 
Tourist's Mecca - Stratford on Avon - William Shakespeare - England's Greatest Poet". Red 
covers with centre cut out showing illustration of the bard, 31pp plus adverts. Dated 1910. Spine 
split causing covers to be detached. Front cover faded. £20

401 LNWR publication "Seaside Farmhouse & Country Lodgings, Boarding Houses & Hotels". 54pp 
guide in coloured pictorial paperback covers. Published by Walter Hill & Co in 1901. Spine wear 
and some staining. £10

402 GCR brochure "Through the Old Country by a New Route - The Ancestral Home of the 
Washingtons". 6pp centre folding with colour covers showing Great Central Hotel London and 
Statue of Liberty. Produced for the USA market, circa 1910s. £24

403 GCR 20pp fold out brochure advertising sailings and services to Germany and Denmark, Belgium 
and Switzerland. Coloured covers showing photo illustration of ship, opening to show map of 
Europe. Dated July 1914. Fold tears, fragile. £10

404 GER publication "The English Orient - No.3 Essex and Hertfordshire". Illustrated covers showing 
map of area, 93pp guide book, circa 1910s. Wear to edge of some pages at end. £10

405 M&GN official publication "The Coast & Broads of Norfolk". Coloured pictorial covers showing 
coast and Broads scenes, 32pp guide to accommodation. Dated 1914. VGC. £10

406 M&GN official publication "The Royal Route to Sheringham, Cromer, Yarmouth & The Norfolk 
Broads & Rivers". Coloured pictorial covers, 24pp, fully illustrated with fold-out map (torn), issued 
circa 1910s. Some cover wear. £10

407 LSWR publication "Hints for Holidays - Official Illustrated Guide and List of Hotels, Boarding 
Houses and Apartments 1915". 154pp in blue, yellow and brown coloured illustrated paperback 
covers showing map of area. Good condition. £10

408 LSWR booklet "Southampton Docks Official Sailing List & Shipping Guide - July 1922". Illustrated 
blue card covers showing ships and company coat of arms, 56pp including plan of dock. VGC. £10

409 NER publication "Summer Holidays in North East England". Hardback, green clothbound covers 
with gold and black cover illustration of Alnwick Castle. 143pp illustrated guide to places served 
by the railway. Circa 1900s. Covers rubbed, bindings a little loose. £10

410 NER official publication "Summer Resorts - Teesdale and District". Coloured pictorial covers show 
waterfall, 40pp plus adverts, plates and fold out map, dated 1897. Minor wear to covers. £10

411 NER official publication "Summer Resorts - Tynedale and the Roman Wall". Coloured pictorial 
covers show Hexham Abbey, 58pp plus fold out map, dated 1898. Minor wear to covers. £10

412 MIDLAND RAILWAY 24pp booklet "Programme of Tourist Ticket Arrangements". Printed on 
green paper, dated August 1865. Spine taped. £5

413 MIDLAND RAILWAY OF ENGLAND centre folding brochure "The Best Route for Comfortable 
Travel and Picturesque Scenery". Illustrated covers showing St Pancras. 28pp dated April 1907. 
Spine splitting causing covers to be detached, rear cover very poor. £10

414 GNR centre folding, 16pp booklet "Holidays in East Anglia". Coloured pictorial paperback covers 
showing eel fishers' hut on the Bure. Circa 1910s. Some foxing. £10
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415 GNR "Parcels Rate Book - Leeds and all parts of the United Kingdom". Coloured pictorial covers 
showing horse drawn wagon. 44pp dated 1908. Spine faults, tape repairs. £10

416 METROPOLITAN RAILWAY guide book "A Day in the Country". Illustrated card covers, 32pp 
detailing places to visit, fares, etc. Undated, covers grubby, rusty staples. Plus SR publication 
"The Roadmender's Country" (1924), Railwaymen's Carnival programme 1935 (cover detached), 
SR Waterloo & City line instructions 1940, GC&NWJC instructions for working electric trains 
(1931, very poor), LMS air raid precautions (worn), LSWR privilege tickets booklet (poor), GWR 
Engine Book 1932 (poor), LPC published Great Western Expresses 1901 (poor). (9) £10

417 MERSEY RAILWAY hanging calendar for 1913. Coloured card showing map of lines with attached 
calendar pages. Good condition. £10

418 LIVERPOOL OVERHEAD RAILWAY coloured pictorial fold out brochure opening to show map of 
the line. Dated May 1928. £10

419 PULLMAN CAR COMPANY "London Weekly Diary of Social Events - Pullman Edition". Red and 
blue card covers with Pullman coat of arms at top. 68pp covering August 5th - 11th 1951. £10

420 GWR official publication "Golf Courses". Illustrated card covers showing golfer swinging club, 
56pp plus fold out map, dated 1936. Rusty staples. £10

421 GWR official publication "The Golden West of England". Orange & blue coloured illustrated 
card covers showing view of mountain and sunset, 28pp guide and narrative by Maxwell Fraser 
complete with fold out map. Dated April 1930. Centre pages detached at slightly rusty staples. £10

422 GWR booklet "Hotels and Catering Services - General Arrangements and Tariffs". Blue and gold 
card covers, 44pp plus plates and adverts. Details hotel and refreshment room facilities. Dated 
1938. Good condition. £10

423 GWR Great Western Royal Hotel, Paddington Station "London Weekly Diary of Social Events". 
Yapp edged card covers showing company coat of arms, 64pp covering 2nd - 8th August 1926. 
Annotation on worn covers. £14

424 GWR booklet "Camp Coach Holidays". Green card covers with photo illustration of kitchen area 
of the coach. 27pp, detailing sites and facilities, dated 1937. Some wear, centre pages detached. 
£24

425 GWR booklet "Party Outings - Hints for 1939". Blue coloured artwork covers, 44pp guide to 
destinations. Rusty staples. £10

426 GWR 12pp centre folding leaflet "Land Cruises by Motor Coach Through Western England & 
Wales". Black and orange covers showing view of cottage. Illustrated guide to tours, dated 1938. 
Includes booking form. Rusty staples. £10

427 GWR official publication "Through the Window - Paddington to Birkenhead". Pictorial card covers, 
96pp plus plates, dated 1925. Bound into red clothbound hardback covers with title and coat of 
arms in gold on front. £10

428 GWR booklet "Exceptional Loads". Illustrated card covers showing large load on wagon. 28pp 
fully illustrated guide to the different wagon types available. Dated 1936. £10

429 GWR published booklet "How to Send and How to Save". Coloured pictorial covers, 100pp 
plus fold out map. Details costs of sending goods by rail. Dated 1929. Plus other GWR official 
publications, "Glorious Devon" (1932), "London & How to See It" (1939), "A Great Western 
Railway Signal Box" (1925, poor), "My Railway and Me" (1922, covers worn), GWR Magazine 
May 1937 (worn). (7) £10

430 GWR "Holiday Savings Card". 2pp thin card for recording savings. Unused, print date November 
1937. Plus GWR business reply type postcard for requesting travel information. Unused. (2) £10

431 GWR AND SR jointly issued booklet "Historic England & Wales". Coloured pictorial cover shows 
Stratford-Upon-Avon and Canterbury Cathedral. 62pp plus fold-out map, produced for the 
American market in January 1929. £14

432 LMS HOTELS 56pp booklet "Caledonian Hotel Edinburgh". Paperback covers show pencil 
drawing of the hotel exterior. Fully illustrated guide with tariff and adverts. Circa 1920s. Covers 
loose at slightly rusty staples. £18
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433 LMS official publication "Unfolding Britain - Tours de Luxe by LMS Rail and Hotel". Coloured 
pictorial paperback covers showing lake and mountain scene by Norman Wilkinson, 52pp guide 
to tours, dated 1934. Slight cover wear and small stamp top r/h corner. £10

434 LMS 8pp fold out glossy pictorial leaflet "Travel While you Sleep - LMS Sleeping Cars". Coloured 
artwork cover showing train running alongside river. Illustrated guide to the benefits of travelling 
by sleeping cars. Undated, minor edge wear. £10

435 LMS handbill type 48pp booklet "Autumn Services with Summer Tickets at a Penny a Mile". Red 
and blue illustrated covers showing railway and holiday scenes. Details cheap travel facilities 
from London mainline stations. Dated 1934. Plus similar 28pp booklet "Tourist Programme 1932" 
with brown and black artwork covers (damage to rear cover where removed from album) and LMS 
newspaper "Carry On" (June 1946 - worn). (3) £10

436 LMS publications. "Track of the Coronation Scot" (28pp, circa 1937), "The Royal Scot" (SPB 
Mais, 64pp, circa late 1920s). (2) £5

437 LNER programme for the naming ceremony of V2 loco 4818 St.Peter's School York, AD 627" at 
York station on 3rd April 1939. 4pp thin card opening to show programme with details of music on 
rear. Minor faults to covers. £60

438 LNER booklet "Cruises of the Northern Belle 1935". Faded blue paperback covers with illustration 
of train on front, 8pp detailing the itinerary of the tour. Route map on rear cover. Dated June 1935. 
Worn. £10

439 LNER 12pp handbill type leaflet "Programme of The Northern Belle Train Cruises - June 1934". 
Printed on pink coloured paper. Shows timetables for the various sections of the cruise. Top edge 
of the front cover neatly removed. Folded. £10

440 LNER official publication "Ports of the LNER 1938". Red and black illustrated card covers showing 
ship and wagon, 172pp plus adverts and fold out maps. Covers creased. £10

441 LNER official publication "Railway and Road-way Holidays - Durham and Northumberland". 
Blue and red covers showing map of country and north east area. 32pp plus fold-out map, no 
supplement. Dated 1937. Slight foxing to dusty covers. £10

442 LNER official publication "New Ways for British Holidays - Yorkshire Dales". Red and black covers 
showing map of country and Yorkshire Dales area. 55pp plus fold-out map. Dated 1933. Staples 
removed, good condition. £10

443 LNER 8pp fold out leaflet No.30 "The Belgian Coast". Full colour pictorial type opening to show 
service details. Dated June 1931. £10

444 LNER booklet "West Riding Limited - The First Streamlined Train". Pictorial card covers showing 
A4 at speed. 12pp detailing times, map, seating plan and information. Dated September 1937. 
Also "The Coronation - The First Streamline Train King's Cross for Scotland". Red, black and 
white covers showing A4 "Dominion of Canada". 16pp dated September 1937. Both VGC. Plus 
LNER "Rambles" booklets for Durham & Northumberland, Lincolnshire, Epping Forest, West 
Riding of Yorkshire (faults to most) and LNER Magazine dated December 1940. (7) £10

445 LNER booklet "Interesting Notes For Passengers Between London and Scotland". Green and 
white covers, 12pp dated July 1936. Plus similar in blue and white covers dated September 
1937. Covers of both worn/grubby. Plus five other LNER publications including West Riding Ltd 
September 1937, Silver Jubilee (undated), services to the Belgian Coast, London - Scotland 
timetable leaflet May 1937, 4pp handbill for buffet tourist train to Whitby and Scarborough 1935. 
(7) £10

446 LNER official publications."Selling Passenger Transport". Red card covers, 16pp fully illustrated 
with examples of company publicity. Published January 1936. Also "The Coronation - The First 
Streamline Train King's Cross for Scotland". Red, black and white covers showing A4 Dominion 
of Canada. 16pp dated May 1938. Second item very worn. Plus several miscellaneous items and 
booklets including LNWR & Caledonian Railway map (torn and faults, ex guide book). £10
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447 LNER official publication "Camping Holidays - Camping Coaches, Youth Hostels, Sites for 
Camps". Pictorial coloured covers by Frank Newbould showing camping coach scene. 124pp 
plus fold out map. Dated April 1936. Worn, front cover detached. Plus LNER fold-out leaflet 
"Camping Coaches - For Carefree Holidays". Green tint photo covers show coach in the Western 
Highlands. Opens to show layout of coach and list of locations. Dated 1939. Some wear. (2) £10

448 LNER 12pp fold out type leaflet "Weekly Holiday Season Tickets - Eastern Counties". Blue 
coloured photo cover showing boat on the Broads. Dated 1937 season. £10

449 SR 64pp booklet "How to See The Schneider Cup - Fastest Race in The World". Details services 
and special trains to the Spithead area. Coloured cover shows seaplane travelling at speed. 
Dated 1929. Slightly rusty staples. £10

450 SR official publication "Winter Sunshine Holidays in Southern England". Coloured pictorial card 
covers showing couple in deckchairs. 272pp dated 1931-32 season. VGC. £10

451 SR official publication "Camping on the Southern". Coloured pictorial paperback covers by Elsie 
Knebel showing woman feeding seagulls, 36pp detailing camp sites near the railway. Dated 
Spring 1938. Rusty staples removed. £10

452 SR 6pp fold-out leaflet "The Conqueror's Coast" showing sights on the coast between Seaford 
and Hastings. Produced for the French market in 1934 with text in French. Slight wear to top 
edge. £10

453 SR souvenir of Southampton Docks. Coloured covers cut in shape of ocean liner, 32pp detailing 
the history and activities of the docks, published 1930s. VGC. £10

454 SR official publication "Southampton Docks - Handbook of Rates, Charges and General 
Information". 144pp plus adverts and map. Green and gold card covers showing coat of arms. 
Dated 1934. £10

455 SR 8pp fold out leaflet "Southampton Docks - Its Rise to Fame". Opens to show photo illustrations, 
maps and information. Dated 1929. £10

456 SR 8pp fold out leaflet "Factory Sites at Southampton Docks". Blue and black print with illustrated 
covers showing ship and factory. Opens to show map of docks. Dated 1947. £10

457 SR souvenir booklet "Anno Domini MCMXXXIII" issued for the opening of the King George V 
Graving Dock at Southampton, July 1933. Yapp edged coloured card covers showing the SR coat 
of arms. 28pp fully illustrated guide showing how the docks were built. £10

458 GOLDEN ARROW publicity booklet "A Princely Path to Paris by the Golden Arrow" by Dell Leigh. 
Black covers with colour illustration of shields of London and Paris with Golden Arrow logo. 44pp 
guide with many colour illustrations some showing carriage interior views. Circa 1928. £10

459 BR(S) 8pp fold out type leaflet for the London - Paris Golden Arrow service. Coloured pictorial 
cover showing arrow symbol and places of interest, opens to show photo & artwork illustrations 
and service details with map of route. Dated summer 1952. VGC. £10

460 SOUTH AFRICAN RAILWAYS AND HARBOURS published guide book "Pretoria". Illustrated 
covers, 63pp published 1924. £5

Lots 461 - 476: Bus, Tram and London Transport Items
(For Badges and Pocket Maps, go to Small Items of Ephemera Section)

461 GNR(I) OMNIBUS SERVICES timetable booklet. Blue paperback covers, 68pp dated April 1947. 
£10

462 BIRMINGHAM CORPORATION Tramway & Omnibus Dept. "Transport Facilities" official map 
and timetable dated 1935. Front cover shows tram, trolleybus and bus. Tape repair at large fold 
tear. £5

463 BRISTOL TRAMWAYS & CARRIAGE COMPANY published hardback book "A Guide to the 
Scenic Beauties of Bristol and the South Western Counties". Clothbound covers with title in gold 
and attached colour illustration of char-a-banc. 258pp including adverts, fully illustrated guide to 
tours, circa 1920s. Covers rubbed, bindings loose, detached pages. Faults to attached illustration 
on cover. £10
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464 CITY OF MANCHESTER official map of the city centre showing routes of tramways and buses. 
Corporation crest on front. Pocket sized fold out type, dated September 1926. £10

465 LGOC published hardback book "The Re-birth of the Motor-Omnibus - an account of the Chiswick 
Works of the LGOC". 30pp published 1922. £10

466 TROLLEYBUSES. Approx 150 B&W postcard sized photos showing London Transport 
trolleybuses. Quality varies. (150) £10

467 BUSES. Approx 200 B&W postcard sized photos showing London Transport RT type double deck 
buses circa 1960s - 70s. Reasonable quality. (200) £10

468 BUSES. Approx 200 B&W postcard sized photos showing London Transport RT type double deck 
buses circa 1960s - 70s. Reasonable quality. (200) £10

469 BUSES. Approx 200 B&W postcard sized photos showing London Transport and Green Line 
Routemaster type double deck buses circa 1960s - 80s. Reasonable quality. (200) £10

470 BUSES. Approx 160 B&W postcard sized photos showing London Transport Routemaster type 
double deck buses circa 1960s - 80s. Reasonable quality. (160) £10

471 BUSES. Approx 200 B&W postcard sized photos showing London Transport RTL type double 
deck buses circa 1960s - 70s. Reasonable quality. (200) £10

472 BUSES. Approx 200 B&W postcard sized photos showing London Transport and Green Line 
double and single deck buses circa 1960s - 80s. Various types including RF, STL, RTW, etc 
Reasonable quality. (200) £10

473 LINCOLNSHIRE ROAD CAR. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing Lincolnshire RC 
single and double deck buses. Various types circa 1950s - early 70s. Reasonable quality. (100) 
£10

474 METROPOLITAN RAILWAY pocket map. Fold out type with red covers, opening to show map with 
travel information on rear. Map shows site of British Empire Exhibition. Print code G1608/100,000. 
Slight marking to cover. £10

475 LONDON TRANSPORT GREEN LINE Coach Guide. Green and turquoise covers, 192pp, dated 
October 1936. Covers show signs of use. £10

476 LONDON TRANSPORT enamel "E" plate showing "X10 EASTERN NATIONAL". Green lettering 
on white, ex stop condition. £10

Lots 477 - 486: Ian Allan "ABC" and Similar Publications
477 IAN ALLAN ABC COMBINED VOLUME dated August 1952. Clothbound hardback covers with 

dust jacket showing illustration of loco 80025. No underlinings, some wear to dust jacket. Ex USA 
retailed edition with name of distributor on label on front end page. £20

478 IAN ALLAN ABC Combined Volume dated May 1958. Laminated hardback covers show 60022. 
Minor cover wear, good unmarked condition. £20

479 IAN ALLAN ABC Combined Volume dated October 1958. Red and black covers showing City of 
Bristol and Warship class diesel loco. No underlining but covers partially faded. £10

480 IAN ALLAN ABC COMBINED VOLUME dated June 1962. Laminated hardback covers show 
Blue Pullman. Slight wear to edges of spine. Plus similar April 1965 edition showing Deltic loco. 
Both good unmarked condition. (2) £10

481 IAN ALLAN ABC COMBINED VOLUME dated March 1963 plus similar dated November 1964. 
No underlining. Also similar dated October 1958 with underlining and some cover wear. (3) £10

482 IAN ALLAN ABC COMBINED VOLUME dated November 1964. Laminated hardback covers 
show class 47 loco. Good unmarked condition. £10

483 IAN ALLAN ABC COMBINED VOLUME dated November 1965. Laminated hardback covers 
show Rugby flyover. Plus similar March 1963 edition showing A4 Silver Fox. Both good unmarked 
condition. (2) £10

484 IAN ALLAN ABC COMBINED VOLUME dated Summer 1966. Laminated hardback covers show 
loco 35008. Plus similar dated November 1964 showing class 47 loco. Both good unmarked 
condition. (2) £10
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485 IAN ALLAN ABC COMBINED VOLUME dated December 1967. Laminated hardback covers 
show Western class loco. Plus similar dated November 1962 showing EMU. Both good unmarked 
condition. (2) £10

486 IAN ALLAN ABC Locoshed booklet with illustration of 46127 on front. 64pp dated October 1951. 
No underlining although wear and faults to cover. £10

Lots 487 - 525: Small Items of Ephemera
 

Please note: all items marked "BTC" (Buyer To Collect) must be collected from us.
487 PERTH JOINT STATION COMMITTEE rule book. Leather bound card covers, 40pp dated 1873. 

Wear to covers. £10
488 RULE BOOK type publication "Carlisle Joint Station and approaches from north, south, east & 

west including Saint Nicholas Level Crossing and Crown Street Junction - Instructions to drivers, 
guards, breaksmen & others". Clothbound card covers, 16pp plus fold out diagrams, dated 1865. 
Good condition for age. £10

489 NBR rule book. Clothbound hardback covers with title in gold on front, 182pp dated 1884. Spine 
and covers a little faded, contents OK. £10

490 EASTERN COUNTIES RAILWAY rule book type publication "Signals and Regulations" dated 
1849. Hardback, clothbound covers, 52pp, good used condition. £10

491 L&YR rule book. 112pp rebound into modern hardback covers maintaining the original coat of 
arms in gold on front. Dated 1869. £10

492 L&YR rule book type booklet "Duties of Marine Superintendent". Clothbound hardback covers 
with title in gold on front, 7pp interspaced with blank pages, dated July 1920. £10

493 LNW & L&Y JOINT RAILWAY rule book. Green, part leather bound, hardback covers with title in 
gold on front. 162pp dated 1877. Covers rubbed, generally OK. £10

494 LBSCR rule book. Leather bound hardback covers with coat of arms in gold on front, 164pp dated 
1857. Covers rubbed but OK, contents good condition. £10

495 LSWR rule book for Carmen, parcel cart drivers etc. Thick, leather bound hardback covers, 43pp 
dated 1904. Covers rubbed, some spine wear. £10

496 LSWR "Revised and Additional Rules for Signal Linemen, etc". Thick, clothbound hardback 
covers, 11pp dated 1897. £10

497 LSWR rule book for the Engineer's Signal Dept - Central District". Thick, clothbound hardback 
covers, 4pp dated 1886. £10

498 CDRJC rule book. Clothbound hardback covers, 216pp dated 1908. Minor cover and spine wear. 
£10

499 LONGMOOR MILITARY RAILWAY Technical Orders and Working Instructions book dated 1938. 
Card covers 59pp. Plus LMR rule book dated 1938. Both very worn. (2) £5

500 MANCHESTER, SHEFFIELD AND LINCOLNSHIRE RAILWAY smaller sized PTT booklet. 32pp 
plus map, dated July 1854. Covers darkened with age, inscription inside with some ink leakage to 
adjoining page. £10

501 NORTH WALES & LIVERPOOL RAILWAY pocket sized 6pp fold out timetable leaflet for the 
passenger service "By the New Route between Liverpool, Seacombe, Birkenhead, etc". Fated 
July 1900. £10

502 MIDLAND RAILWAY pocket sized 10pp fold out public timetable leaflet "Local Train Service 
Birmingham and District". Lilac coloured print, dated October 1905. VGC. £10

Security Notice
For security reasons, small items of railwayana and ephemera, labels, 

postcards, photographs and negatives may only be viewed under the strict 
supervision of the stewards on viewing day at Stoneleigh.
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503 MIDLAND RAILWAY pocket sized 10pp fold out public timetable leaflet "Local Train Service 
Birmingham, Walsall and Wolverhampton District". Lilac coloured print, dated May 1903. VGC. 
£10

504 MIDLAND RAILWAY pocket sized 10pp fold out public timetable leaflet "Local Train Service 
Birmingham District, Camp Hill, Selly Oak, King's Norton, Barnt Green, Redditch & Halesowen". 
Lilac coloured print, dated May 1902. Slight wear. £10

505 LBSCR AND WESTERN OF FRANCE RAILWAYS PTT booklet including fares and tour 
descriptions. Covers routes to Paris and major cities via Newhaven, Dieppe and Rouen. Pocket 
sized, coloured pictorial covers showing ship at sea, 90pp dated November & December 1895. 
Disbound, spine taped. £10

506 SECR 4pp pocket sized time and faretable for London - Paris services via Calais and Boulogne. 
Red and black print, dated May 1914. Plus two ticket/reservation booklets for 17 day returns 
between Boulogne and London via Folkestone dated June 1914. (3) £10

507 FOWLER'S "Railway Traveller's Guide". Pocket sized booklet, card covers, 104pp showing times, 
fares, distances, etc with small fold out map. Circa 1840. Front cover detached. £10

508 BRADSHAW'S RAILWAY COMPANION. Pocket sized, brown clothbound covers with title on 
gold label on front. 73pp, dated 1844. Covers worn, repairs inside front and rear covers, spine 
faded. £10

509 BRADSHAW'S RAILWAY COMPANION. Pocket sized, modern replacement clothbound covers 
with title on gold label on front. 70pp dated 1842. End pages replaced. £10

510 LNER 6pp pocket sized fold out leaflet "Coronation Year Cruises of the Northern Belle". Photo 
covers show blue coloured view of inside of the writing room. Opens to show itinerary. Dated June 
1937. Some foxing. £10

511 METROPOLITAN RAILWAY bookmark advertising the benefits of living in Harrow on the Hill. 
Brown and green print with photo illustration and advert for Imperial International Exhibition on 
front and photo of tube stock on rear. Minor creasing. £10

512 GWR bookmark "The Cornish Riviera". 7½" x 2½" with full colour multi view front and route map 
on rear. Good condition. £10

513 CALEDONIAN RAILWAY Scottish Tourist Map. Fold out, coloured paper map of Scotland with 
adverts on rear, folding into maroon leather cover titled in gold with company crest and on back 
with engraving of 'Duchess of Argyll' steamer. Inside cover has chrome lithograph illustration of 
the ship at sea. Circa 1910s, wear to covers. £10

514 NORTH EASTERN AND HULL AND BARNSLEY RAILWAY COMPANIES admission card to the 
roof of No.1 warehouse, No.1 quay for the opening of the new dock at Hull by HM King, June 26th 
1914. Some creasing and wear. £10

515 GNR invitation card to view the procession for the diamond jubilee of Queen Victoria from the 
company's office at George Inn Goods Depot on June 22nd 1897. 6½" x 4½" thin card with 
illustration of queen, Windsor Castle and St.Paul's. Not used, creased on corners. £10

516 BR(W) thin card, 6" x 4" invitation card to admit one person to the uncovered enclosure in the 
approach road, Paddington station for the funeral train of King George VI, 15th Feb 1952. Purple 
coloured print with purple edging and map on rear. VGC. £10

517 SECR ticket/reservation booklet for a London - Biarritz journey. Various pages removed, issued 
1906. £10

518 GWR REFRESHMENT DEPARTMENT "Soda" label. Circular, 1" diameter, black print on salmon 
coloured paper. Some staining but OK. £10

519 GER FUNDRAISING PERFUME CARD "Hasu-no-Hana - Scent of the Fragrant Lotus Lily of 
Japan". Issued to raise money for the GER Mutual Aid Club. Plus similar "Florodora - Sweetest of 
Odours". (2) £10

520 GWR 4pp pocket sized leaflet "Camp Coaches for Happy Holidays". Brown print with roundel 
on front. Opens to show list of locations and coach layouts. Dated 1937 season. VGC. Plus two 
similar dated 1938 (wear to one). (3) £10
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521 L&YR pocket sized booklet "Running Powers, Working Arrangements, Joint Lines, Steam Vessel 
Powers". Leather bound hardback covers with title in gold on front, 95pp dated 1912. Covers poor 
and very loose. £10

522 L&YR pocket sized diary. Directors and officers issue, leather covers with coat of arms in gold on 
front, dated 1913 - 1914. Annotated. £10

523 LMS Gleneagles Golf Course Score Card for the "Queen's" course. Pocket sized, 4pp thin card 
listing all the holes by name. Annotated. Plus similar for the King's Course. Both slightly dusty. (2) 
£10

524 REID'S diary, railway & bus guide for the Newcastle area. Pocket sized, blue covers, 128pp, 
dated June 1939. Rusty staple, faded spine. £5

525 GOODALL'S ABC rail and bus timetable for Leeds area. Pocket sized, 128pp, dated September 
1948. £5

Lots 526 - 583: Tickets
526 NER ivory and metal pass. Company coat of arms engraved into ivory, surrounded by metal rim. 

Awarded to Mr. T.Read of the NER. Well used, fading to coat of arms. £10
527 BRASS TOKEN for the Staffordshire Potteries Street Railway Co Limited. Oval, 1" x ¾" with title 

on front and illustration of "Train's Patent" horse drawn tram on reverse. Good condition. £10
528 TOKEN. Aluminium 2d token type ticket for Pontypridd Tramways. Octagonal, 1", diameter, good 

original condition. £10
529 TOKEN. Brass "Blind Persons Only" token type ticket for Nottingham Corporation Transport. 

Oval, 1½" x 1", good original condition. £10
530 TOKEN. Brass ½d token type ticket for the Clyde Navigation Ferry. 1" diameter, good original 

condition. £10
531 MURCAR GOLF CLUB. Two roll type tickets from the railway that ran through the gold club. 

Complete with fully headed letter from the golf club. £10
532 Six roll type tickets from the EMETT RAILWAY at the Festival Pleasure Park. Values 3d to 1/6. 

Plus a few newspaper cuttings relating to a fatal accident on the railway in 1951. £10
533 CORRINGHAM LIGHT RAILWAY third class paper ticket Kynochtown - Corringham. Plus eight 

Edmondson type weekly season tickets. Various colours, all unissued. Plus fully headed letter 
from the company. (10) £10

534 Page of eight BOLTON AND LEIGH RAILWAY paper tickets from Bag-Lane. Printed on blue 
paper, counterfoil attached, dated 184x. £10

535 LONDON CIVIL DEFENCE REGION thin card, 5" x 3" admission ticket for Belsize Park station 
air raid shelter. Green and red print on yellow card, unissued. £10

536 UNITED STATES ARMY embarkation card for use on arrival of the train at Southampton Docks. 
5" x 4", print date 1917. Unused, pencil annotations on front. Some creasing. £10

537 METROPOLITAN DISTRICTS Independent Order of Odd Fellows thin card type ticket for an 
excursion to Crystal Palace. Dated August 1857. Some creasing and marking to edges. £10

538 EASTERN COUNTIES RAILWAY paper "Monthly Pass" ticket issued 1856. Printed on blue 
paper. Folded. £10

539 ENNISKILLEN Mail Coach Office paper ticket for the connecting coach from Drogheda station 
upon the arrival of the train. Dated 1846. Folded and worn, weak and torn at folds. Small tape 
repair. £10

540 CHEMIN DE FER D'ALSACE ET DE LORRAINE first class free pass issued to Sir Ralph 
Wedgewood. Thin card, blue and green print with decorative border. Issued 1937. VGC. £10

541 CHEMIN DE FER DE CHIMAY first class free pass issued to Miles Beevor. Pink coloured thin 
card with decorative border. Issued 1948. VGC. £10

542 AUSTRIAN FEDERAL RAILWAY first class free pass issued to Mr.Dandridge of the LNER. 4pp 
thin card with decorative cover, opening to show map of lines. Issued 1937-38. VGC. £10
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543 FERRO CARRIL DEL SUD first class all lines free pass. Leather covers with title and coat of arms 
in gold. Issued 1893. Receipt (in two halves) attached inside. £10

544 MAENCLOCHOG RAILWAY first class, all stations free pass. Leather bound card covers with 
coat of arms in gold on front. Issued 1880. Wear and faults to inside covers. £10

545 BIRKENHEAD, LANCASHIRE & CHESHIRE JUNCTION RAILWAY first class season ticket for 
use between Birkenhead and Chester. Leather bound card covers with coat of arms in gold on 
front. Issued 1854. Edge wear. £10

546 DUNDEE AND ARBROATH JOINT RAILWAY third class season ticket for use between Dundee 
and Monifieth. Clothbound card covers, issued 1924. £10

547 L&YR third class season ticket for use between Liverpool and Southport. Clothbound card covers 
with title in gold on front. Issued 1917. Some wear. £10

548 MIDLAND RAILWAY third class season ticket for use between Clifton Down and Fishponds. 
Clothbound card covers with coat of arms on front. Issued 1921. £10

549 FURNESS RAILWAY first class free pass. Leather covers with coat of arms in gold on front. 
Issued to A.H. Strongitharm (engineer to the Rowrah and Kelton Fell Mineral Railway) and dated 
1918. £10

550 NORTH LONDON RAILWAY second class season ticket for use between Poplar and Broad 
Street. Leather bound card covers with title in gold on front. Issued 1871. Wear at spine. £10

551 NER "First Class Contract Ticket". Season ticket type, leather backed issue for use between 
Wetheral and Carlisle. Coat of arms on front, issued 1900. £10

552 NER third class contract ticket for use between Leeds and Wetherby via Thorner. Clothbound 
card covers with coat of arms in gold on front. Issued 1911. £10

553 NER third class contract ticket for use between Newcastle and Sunderland via Brockley Whins. 
Clothbound card covers with coat of arms in gold on front. Issued 1915. £10

554 SR & LMS SOMERSET & DORSET JOINT LINE thin card type third class free pass for use 
between Binegar and Masbury. Yellow card, issued 1926. Horizontal crease. £10

555 LSWR first class season ticket for use between Waterloo and Hampton Court. Paper type 
contained in leather covers with clear window for viewing details. Issued 1860. £10

556 LMS member's ticket for the first class club saloon of the Manchester , Lytham St.Annes and 
Blackpool Travelling Club. Leather covers with coat of arms in gold on front. Issued 1942. £10

557 STOCKTON & DARLINGTON RAILWAY thin card type second class season ticket for use 
between Stockton and Redcar. Green card, unissued. £10

558 B&CDR second class season ticket for use between Belfast and Donaghadee. Blue clothbound 
card with title on front. Issued December 1948. £10

559 APPROX 60 pre grouping whole Edmondson tickets with examples from GER, GNR, LNWR, MR, 
DR&CR, NER. Many issued, condition varies. (60) £10

560 APPROX 35 K&ESR and BR(S) whole Edmondson tickets to or from various stations on the line. 
Unissued and with audit clips. (Qty) £10

561 M&GN. Approx 60 M&GN whole Edmondson tickets. Variety of stations, all unissued. (60) £10
562 GWR. Approx 90 GWR whole Edmondson tickets. Good variety, most unissued. (90) £10
563 GWR. Small collection of paper and card tickets including "Sailing Tickets" authorising departure 

from Fishguard to Waterford, "Railway Service Ticket" for admittance to the Warwick Show 1931 
(poor), paper travel and seat reservation tickets. (9) £10

564 GWR. Approx 55 GWR and a few pre grouping company whole Edmondson tickets plus a few 
halves. Many issued, condition varies. (55) £10

565 SR. Approx 100 SR and pre grouping constituent companies whole Edmondson tickets. Many 
issued, condition varies. (100) £10

566 SR. Small collection of paper and card tickets including "Workman on Duty", season ticket from 
Sevenoaks Tubs Hill, excess fare, seat reservation tickets. (8) £10

567 Quantity of rail tickets. Many Edmondson type including SR issues. Condition varies. (Qty) £10
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568 APPROX 50 SR and BR(S) whole Edmondson tickets to or from the Bordon branch. Unissued, 
many with audit clips. (50) £10

569 QUANTITY of half and whole Edmondson tickets including a number of pre-nat issues. Also 
includes several modern paper types. (Qty) £10

570 BR. Large quantity of BR whole Edmondson tickets. Mostly Western Region. Mostly issued. (Qty) 
£10

571 QUANTITY of mostly BR whole Edmondson tickets. Issued and unissued. (Qty) £10
572 APPROX 200 whole Edmondson and AA type BR platform tickets. Variety of locations, many in 

southern England. (Qty) £10
573 End of collection selection of BR and overseas tickets and a few miscellaneous items. (Qty) £5
574 Pack of 450+ BR AA type 3d red diamond platform tickets from Bletchley. Useful for anyone with 

a platform ticket machine. £10
575 Small collection of whole and half Edmondsons, thin card and Multiprinter type tickets including 

examples from BR and pre nat companies. Includes a few platform tickets. £10
576 PULLMAN. Fifteen seat reservation tickets. Whole Edmondson type for Eastern, Western and 

Southern region trains. Some issued 1960s. (15) £10
577 LONDON TRANSPORT. Large quantity of Edmondson and machine issue type tickets. A few pre 

LT issues also included. Issued and unissued. (Qty) £10
578 IRELAND. Large quantity of whole and half Edmondson tickets with examples from L&LSR, UTA, 

CDRJC, SL&NCR. Issued, unissued and audit. (Qty) £10
579 LIVERPOOL OVERHEAD RAILWAY. Large quantity of whole Edmondson tickets. Unissued. 

(Qty) £10
580 LIVERPOOL OVERHEAD RAILWAY whole and half Edmondson tickets. (Qty) £10
581 LIVERPOOL OVERHEAD RAILWAY. Large quantity of several hundred LOR whole Edmondson 

tickets. Plus a few Irish and Welsh narrow gauge tickets. Unissued. (Qty) £10
582 BUSES. Quantity of numerical punch type bus tickets with many examples from London Transport 

and Eastbourne Corporation. Heavy duplication. (Qty) £10
583 BUS TICKETS. Quantity of bus tickets, various types including Insert Setright, TIM, Ultimatic, 

Setright Speed, punch type etc. Variety of provincial and corporation operators. £10

Lots 584 - 718: Badges, Buttons and Small Hardware Items
584 NER enamel and gilt WW1 "Railway Service" badge. White and blue enamel, 1" diameter with 

company name in full surrounding royal crown. Good condition. £10
585 LSWR enamel and gilt WW1 "Railway Service" badge. White and blue enamel, 1" diameter with 

company name in full surrounding royal crown. Good condition. Plus SR WW2 brass and enamel 
railway service badge. (2) £10

586 G&SWR enamel and gilt WW1 "Railway Service" badge. White and blue enamel, 1" diameter 
with company name in full surrounding royal crown. Some surface wear. Plus LMS brass Railway 
Service badge, ASLEF watch fob type badge, BR button and LMS reproduction badge. (5) £10

587 METROPOLITAN RAILWAY 25 Years Service badge in red, white, blue, green and black enamel 
on gilt showing company name surrounding coat of arms. 1¼" diameter, contained in original 
presentation box. £10

588 L&YR nickel collar badge showing "LYR Guard" in capitals. VGC. Froggatt plate 15 bottom centre. 
£10

589 LB&SCR Loco Dept uniform cap badge. Brass, 2¼" x 1½", oval shape showing 0-4-4 loco. 
Possibly later Southern Railway copy. Face polished. £10

590 GWR brass and enamel badge. Oval showing initials in brass against white enamel background 
with "205" in black enamel in centre. Some scratching to white enamel. £10

591 SR brass, uniform cap badge "Engineman SR". Oval, 2½" x 1¼", holes at either end for sewing to 
cap, good used condition. £10
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592 BR(ScR) light blue enamel on gilt fishtail type uniform cap badge "Ticket Collector". Good 
condition.  £10

593 BR(S) green enamel on gilt fishtail type uniform cap badge "Ticket Collector". A couple of small 
marks to enamel. £10

594 BR(E) dark blue enamel on gilt fishtail type uniform cap badge "Ticket Collector". Minor wear to 
gilt on some of the lettering. £10

595 BR(M) maroon enamel on gilt fishtail type uniform cap badge "Ticket Collector". Good condition. 
£10

596 BR(W) chocolate enamel on gilt fishtail type uniform cap badge "Ticket Collector". Wear to gilt on 
some of the lettering. £10

597 BR(ScR) light blue enamel on gilt fishtail type uniform cap badge "Foreman". Minor wear to gilt.  
£10

598 BR(NE) chrome and tangerine enamel fishtail type uniform cap badge "Porter". Enamel somewhat 
dulled. £10

599 BR(ScR) chrome and light blue enamel fishtail type uniform cap badge "Porter". VGC. £10
600 BR(M) chrome and maroon enamel fishtail type uniform cap badge "Porter". VGC. £10
601 BR(M) chrome and maroon enamel fishtail type uniform cap badge "Guard". Enamel somewhat 

dulled. £10
602 BR(S) chrome and green enamel fishtail type uniform cap badge "Guard". VGC. £10
603 BR(S) gilt and green enamel fishtail type uniform cap badge "Guard". Minor wear to gilt. £10
604 BR(ScR) light blue enamel on gilt fishtail type uniform cap badge "Guard". Minor wear to enamel.  

£10
605 BR(NE) chrome and tangerine enamel fishtail type uniform cap badge "Guard". VGC. £10
606 BR(W) chocolate enamel on gilt totem type uniform cap badge "Ticket Collector". Good condition. 

£10
607 BR(ScR) light blue enamel on chrome totem type uniform cap badge "Ticket Collector". Good 

condition.  £10
608 BR(M) maroon enamel on gilt totem type uniform cap badge "Guard". Good condition. £10
609 BR(W) chocolate enamel on gilt totem type uniform cap badge "Guard". Good condition. £10
610 BR(E) chrome and dark blue enamel totem type uniform cap badge "British Railways". Enamel 

somewhat dulled. £10
611 BR(W) chrome and chocolate enamel totem type uniform cap badge "British Railways". 

Manufactured by "Toye". VGC. £10
612 BR(W) gilt and chocolate enamel totem type uniform cap badge "British Railways". Good 

condition. £10
613 PORTUGUESE RAILWAYS brass, uniform cap badge showing head on view of loco with "Norte" 

in hexagonal below. Some marking and wear. £10
614 PORTUGUESE RAILWAYS brass, uniform cap badge showing initials "CFP" in engraved 

lettering. Good used condition. Plus unusual design whistle, believed ex Portuguese railways 
although unmarked. (2) £10

615 BR modern image, named train type uniform badge "The Silver Jubilee". 2" x 1½" chrome and 
enamel type showing English and Scottish flags and double arrows symbol. Good condition. £5

616 RAILWAY VETERANS ASSOCIATION (?) gilt and blue and white enamel collar badge showing 
Midland Railway type design surrounded by name "RVA Derby". ¾" diameter, good condition. £10

617 BR (possibly) gilt and enamel collar badge "St.Rollox Bowling Club Glasgow". 1" diameter 
showing St. Christopher(?) surrounded by name in blue enamel. Some wear to gilt. £10

618 LIVERPOOL CITY TRAMWAYS brass uniform cap badge. Approx 2½" x 2" showing "City 
Tramways" in garter surrounding Liver bird logo, all flanked by laurel leaves. Good used condition. 
£20
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619 WEMYSS AND DISTRICT TRAMWAYS brass cap badge showing company name surrounding 
swan. 1¼" diameter, some marking to face. £20

620 BURTON ON TRENT CORPORATION TRAMWAYS chrome uniform cap badge. Approx 1½" x 
1¼" showing coat of arms, flanked by laurel leaves with name in scroll below. Good condition. £30

621 BLACKPOOL CORPORATION TRAMWAYS chrome uniform cap badge showing company 
name surrounding coat of arms. 2" diameter, good used condition. £10

622 ELLIOTT BROS BOURNEMOUTH - ROYAL BLUE gilt and enamel uniform cap badge. 2¾" x 1" 
showing name in garter style with crown atop, flanked by Royal Blue name. VGC. £20

623 ROYAL BLUE COACHES enamel and chrome uniform cap badge. 1¼" x 1¼" with blue enamel 
background and small illustration of coach and name in chrome. VGC. £10

624 LONDON GENERAL OMNIBUS COMPANY brass uniform cap badge "Timekeeper". Shield type 
design with company name in full around the outside and company coat of arms with central 
section in red and white enamel. An early design manufactured by Kenning London. A little rubbed 
at top edge otherwise VGC. £30

625 LONDON GENERAL OMNIBUS COMPANY brass uniform cap badge "LGOC Ltd No.6 
Instructor". Oval, 3¼" x 2½", good used condition. £30

626 LONDON GENERAL OMNIBUS COMPANY uniform cap badge "General". Country services 
example with orange enamel on nickel in bullseye design. Good original condition. £30

627 LONDON TRAMWAYS uniform cap badge. Nickel with dark blue enamel in bullseye type design 
with "Tramways" across centre. Some wear to lettering, generally good condition. £30

628 LONDON TRANSPORT brass and enamel cap badge "London Transport Military Band". Design 
shows bullseye and musical instrument design in brass mounted on red enamel bullseye type 
badge. Good used condition. £30

629 LONDON TRANSPORT gilt and enamel uniform cap badge "Instructor". Griffins supporting light 
and dark blue bullseye design with "London Transport" dotted line name in black enamel across 
centre bar and "Instructor" in section below. £30

630 LONDON TRANSPORT gilt and enamel uniform cap badge "Chief Examiner". Griffins supporting 
light and dark blue bullseye design with "London Transport" dotted line name in black enamel 
across centre bar and "Chief Examiner" in sections above and below. £30

631 LONDON TRANSPORT chrome and enamel uniform cap badge "Tour Guide". Griffins supporting 
red, light blue and black bullseye design with "London Transport" dotted line name in black enamel 
across centre bar and "Tour Guide" above and below. VGC. £30

632 LONDON TRANSPORT senior staff gilt and enamel uniform cap badge. Griffins supporting green 
bullseye design with "London Transport" across centre bar and laurel leaves in centre space. 
Good used condition. £30

633 LONDON TRANSPORT chrome and enamel cap badge "Advertising". Design shows LT bullseye 
in blue enamel with name and dotted line across centre. VGC. £30

634 LONDON COUNTRY uniform cap badge "Inspector". Green enamel on nickel showing illustration 
of single decker with "Inspector" in scroll at base, flanked by laurel leaves. Some wear to front. £10

635 LONDON COUNTRY uniform cap badge "Instructor". Green and blue enamel on chrome showing 
illustration of single decker with "Instructor" in scroll at base. VGC. £10

636 EAST LONDON RAILWAY brass uniform button. 24mm diameter showing company initials. 
Froggatt 42/14. £10

637 FURNESS RAILWAY 18mm brass button showing name surrounding coat of arms (Froggatt 
19/1). £10

638 WEYMOUTH & PORTLAND RAILWAY senior staff 24mm gilt uniform button showing royal 
crown and leaves (Froggatt 45/18). £10

639 LSWR Marine Department 24mm diameter gilt button showing anchor design (Froggatt 28/4). £10
640 LBSCR Marine Department gilt 16mm button showing company name surrounding anchor 

(Froggatt 28/10). £10
641 GNR Senior Staff 24mm gilt button showing initials and royal crown (Froggatt 3/17). £10
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642 GCR Marine Department gilt 22mm button showing anchor and flag (Froggatt 3/12). £10
643 MIDLAND RAILWAY Dining Car brass 24mm button showing overlaid initials (Froggatt 11/11). 

£10
644 MIDLAND RAILWAY later issue 23mm nickel button showing name surrounding coat of arms 

(Froggatt 11/6). £10
645 MIDLAND RAILWAY - NCC brass uniform button. 24mm diameter showing griffin design 

surrounded by title (Froggatt 61/4). Small mark to top edge. £10
646 METROPOLITAN RAILWAY 24mm brass button showing company initials in script style (Froggatt 

38/8). Small dent to front. £10
647 METROPOLITAN RAILWAY 24mm brass button showing coat of arms (Froggatt 38/6). £10
648 MERSEY RAILWAY 24mm brass button showing Liver bird surrounded by name (Froggatt 50/17). 

£10
649 GWR & LMS Shrewsbury & Hereford Railway general issue 24mm brass uniform button showing 

initials in script style (Froggatt 45/2). Small mark on front. £10
650 WHITE STAR LINE gilt 16mm button showing star surrounded by name. £10
651 DOVER HARBOUR brass 24mm button showing coat of arms surrounded by name. £10
652 GLASGOW & HIGHLAND RM STEAMER (DAVID McBRAYNE) gilt 24mm button showing name 

surrounding "D.McB". £10
653 BUTTONS. Quantity of buttons. Various types and sizes including examples from pre grouping 

and pre nat companies along with BR and bus company issues. (Qty) £10
654 GNR brass paycheck "GNR 216 Out". Well used. £10
655 Twenty metal PAYCHECKS. Various LNWR, LMS and BR(M) issues many with London area 

locations including Euston, St.Pancras, Willesden, etc. (20) £10
656 Twenty four metal PAYCHECKS. Various LNWR, LMS and BR(M) issues many with locations 

in the Midlands including Burton, Rugby, Leicester, Saltley, Walsall, Nottingham, Lawley St, 
Nuneaton, Wigston, etc. (24) £10

657 Twelve metal PAYCHECKS. Various LNER and BR(E) issues with locations including Stratford, 
Hull, New England, Norwich, Grimsby Town, Cambridge, West Riding, etc. (12) £10

658 Twenty four metal PAYCHECKS. Various LNWR, LMS and BR(M) issues many with NW England 
locations including Edge Hill, Chester, Stockport, Warrington, Huskisson, Bury, Heaton Mersey, 
etc. (24) £10

659 Ten metal PAYCHECKS. GCR Goods Dept, Derby Railway Institute Dining Club, GWR Loco 
Works Swindon, GWR Loco W'hampton, BR Engineers Dept Derby North District, WLMSE 
Locomotive Dept, LNER Passenger Stn Newark, Proctor Bros King's Cross, GWR RS, S&TE 
Dept LMR Freshfield. (10) £10

660 LMS "Thunderer" type chromed brass whistle with company initials stamped into the mouthpiece. 
Some wear and loss to chrome. £10

661 LLANDILOES AND NEWTOWN RAILWAY commemorative medal for the opening of the railway 
on 31st August 1859. White metal type with embossed view of loco on rear. £10

662 WELSHPOOL AND LLANFAIR RAILWAY commemorative medal for the opening of the railway 
on 4th April 1903. White metal type with embossed coat of arms on rear. £10

663 LIVERPOOL AND MANCHESTER RAILWAY commemorative medal for the opening of the 
railway on September 15th 1830. White metal type with embossed view of Sankey Viaduct and 
Liverpool station and tunnels. £10

664 CLIFTON ROCKS RAILWAY commemorative medal issued for the opening day March 11th 
1893. Maltese cross type design, 1½" diameter with illustration of cliff railway on front. Good 
original condition. £10

665 SOUTHERN RAILWAY hallmarked silver and enamel "50 Years Service" medal. 1¼" diameter 
showing company coat-of-arms and title in enamel. Awarded in 1944. £10

666 SR St John Ambulance Association bronze medal awarded in 1948. 21 Years bar and black and 
white ribbon attached. £10
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667 GWR Staff Association gilt and enamel medal. Small sized, shield type design showing name in 
light blue enamel in centre. Awarded for football, 1938 - 39 season. Good condition. £10

668 GWR gold plated 15 years first aid efficiency medal. 1" diameter showing Maltese cross and 
company coat of arms in centre. Awarded 1937. VGC. £10

669 LNER Great Eastern Amateur Athletics Association enamel and silver medal awarded in the rifle 
shooting competition. Front shows coat of arms in green and white enamel. Good condition. Plus 
another similar for snooker. (2) £10

670 BR(W) Staff Association silver medal. Small sized, shield type design showing name and GWR 
coat of arms in centre. Awarded at the Festival of Music and Drama. Good condition. £10

671 BR silver plate and enamel 15 years first aid efficiency medal. 1" diameter showing cross and lion 
over wheel coat of arms. Awarded 1953. £10

672 NBR signalbox instrument brass description plate "Hillfoot". Engraved lettering with wax infill. 5" 
x ¾", small loss of infill. £10

673 IVORINE type signalbox instrument description plate "Leckwith Jc". Engraved lettering, 4¾" x 
1½". Ex box condition. £10

674 BR(E) Ivorine type signalbox instrument description plate "Haverhill". Engraved lettering with 
remains of infill. 6" x 1½". Very worn. £10

675 IRISH RAILWAYS signalbox instrument brass description plate "Pallas Dromkeen". Engraved 
lettering, 3½" x 1¼", good used condition. £10

676 LNER pocket watch manufactured by Selex. Rear stamped "LNER 7281". Appears to be working. 
£10

677 BR(E) stopwatch. Rear stamped "BR(E) 222". Appears to be in working order. £10
678 GWR brass cash bag label "GWR Radstock". 2¾" x 1", attached to leather. £10
679 GWR brass cash bag label "GWR Cwmavon R&SB". 3" x 1½", attached to leather. £10
680 BR(W) brass cash bag label "BR(WR) Cosford". 2¾" x 1", attached to leather. £10
681 BR(W) brass cash bag label "BR(WR) Drws-y-Nant". 2¾" x 1", attached to leather. £10
682 CALEDONIAN RAILWAY signalbox instrument brass description plate "Carstairs No.1". Engraved 

lettering with remains of wax infill. 4" x ¾". £10
683 RAILWAY SIGNALLING CO brass plate from a miniature staff instrument. 6½" x 3¾" with 

embossed lettering stating "This instrument is made like the pattern deposited with the board of 
trade". Good, lightly polished, condition. £10

684 GWR small sized brass makers plate from a repeater block instrument located at Evesham Road 
crossing box, Stratford upon Avon. 2" x ½" with engraved letter showing "Gt Western Ry Co 
Makers Telegraph Dept Paddington". Good, lightly polished, condition. £10

685 IRISH RAILWAYS. Aluminium tablet for the Coleraine - Ballymoney section. Original names 
ground off and re-engraved. Centre opening reconfigured from a circle to a square. £10

686 IRISH RAILWAYS. Smaller type brass key token for the BY - NY section. Good used condition. 
£10

687 IRISH RAILWAYS. Smaller type brass key token for the CK - LJ section. Good used condition. £10
688 IRISH RAILWAYS. Smaller type brass key token for the LJ - LH section. Good used condition. £10
689 IRISH railway miniature brass and steel train staff. 9" long with "Maynooth" and "Kilcock" stamped 

at the end. Well used condition. £10
690 IRISH railway brass and steel train staff. 24" long with location plate "Ballintra" and one end (other 

location plate missing). Well used condition. £10
691 BRASS snuff box type container, hinged lid stamped "William E Jones Engine Driver Rhiw. Bach". 

Good used condition. Plus Rhymney Railway 24mm brass uniform button showing locomotive 
surrounded by name. Froggatt 23/13 (worn and with faults). (2) £10

692 NORTH BRITISH LOCOMOTIVE COMPANY chrome plated metal cigarette box. 4" x 3" x 1½" 
deep with company name in diamond design stamped into side. Good used condition. £10
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693 MS&LR small sized brass sign "MS&LR to weigh 30 cwts class III". Curved shield shape, 2¼" x 
3", embossed lettering, good original condition. £10

694 LNER - ARP official card envelope "Minor Ambulance Equipment" containing two triangular 
bandages and a tourniquet. Envelope dusty, contents unused. £10

695 LBSCR leather season ticket wallet. Centre cut out to allow viewing of ticket. Stamped "LB&SCR 
Co" in several places. £10

696 GWR can of metal polish. 3½" high metal tin with conical top and name printed on side. No 
contents or screw cap. Well used/worn. Plus two GWR tea towels. (3) £5

697 GWR brass 6d paycheck type token for the "GWR Workmen's Club". 1¼" diameter, good original 
condition. £10

698 BRASS KEY FOB and attached key. Fob stamped "Swaffham Tank House". Well used condition. 
£10

699 BRASS KEY FOB and attached key. Fob stamped "Gate Hut Key Godmchtr". Well used condition. 
£10

700 CALEDONIAN RAILWAY brass, toilet roll holder. Ornate design showing company initials and 
hands. Good used condition. £10

701 BRASS NUMBER STRIP "3925" from a LNER 9" x 5" worksplate. Good condition. £10
702 BRASS NUMBER STRIP "8097" from a LNER 9" x 5" worksplate. One end broken off around 

bolt hole. Piece included. £10
703 BR(W) small sized brass bogie plate "Built 1963 Bogie No.1000/42 Swindon Works". Embossed 

lettering, 4" x 2", probably ex Western class loco. Cleaned and polished. £10
704 LNER cast metal paperweight depicting "Mikado" type passenger engine Cock O' the North. 

Some wear and minor faults. £10
705 LNER cast metal paperweight depicting A3 Flying Scotsman with corridor tender. Good condition. 

£10
706 CANADIAN NATIONAL RAILWAYS cast metal paperweight depicting 4-8-2 locomotive No. 

6000. Issued at the British Empire Exhibition, London, 1924. Minor wear, generally good. £10
707 LEATHER BELT used to display collection of 17 brass paychecks (two detached) with 13 

examples from GCR (including Barnetby), 3 LNER (including Leicester and King's Cross) and 1 
L&YR (Hensall). Polished. £10

708 GWR Hotels plate and small sized bowl manufactured by Bridgwood. Both with black leaf design, 
plate showing roundel and bowl showing coat of arms. Chips to rear of plate. BTC. (2) £10

709 LMS china egg cup with company initials in script style in side. Some crazing to glaze, generally 
good condition. BTC. £10

710 LMS china egg cup with company initials in script style in side. Some crazing to glaze, generally 
good condition. BTC. £10

711 CALEDONIAN RAILWAY Central Station Hotel Glasgow fork. Company name in garter style at 
top of handle with location stamped into rear of handle. Tarnished. £10

712 LNER fork manufactured by Walker & Hall. Company coat of arms and "City of Leeds" in scroll 
stamped into top of handle. £10

713 MIDLAND HOTEL DERBY silverplate grapefruit serving spoon. Name in garter style at top of 
handle, 8" long, good condition. £30

714 GWR HOTELS silver plated sugar tongs manufactured by Walker & Hall. 3¼" long with roundel 
style logo stamped at top of handle. Good used condition. £10

715 GWR Hotels teaspoon manufactured by Elkington. Name in roundel with scroll below at top of 
handle. £10

716 Six GWR Hotels three prong cake forks, most manufactured by Elkington. Each with art deco 
type design to the handle and with company coat of arms or roundel with "Hotels" in scroll below, 
stamped into top. (6) £10
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717 Four GWR "Luncheon Basket" forks. Name in garter type design stamped into top of handle. Plus 
fork with initials stamped into handle and teaspoon with GWR RD stamped into handle. Last item 
poor condition. (6) £10

718 Five GWR cutlery items including two tablespoons, two fish knives and one fork. Each with 
company coat of arms or roundel with "Hotels" in scroll below, stamped into top of handle. (5) £10

Lots 719 - 750: Luggage, Wagon and Miscellaneous Labels
Luggage labels type codes, where quoted, are taken from the Railway Print Society publication "Pre-

Grouping Luggage Labels" which we gratefully acknowledge.
719 GWR named train pictorial luggage label "The Cornish Riviera Express". Multi-coloured design 

showing train at speed. Scuffs on rear where removed from album. £10
720 LNER rectangular shaped pictorial luggage label "The Queen of Scots - Glasgow Queen Street". 

Turquoise, yellow and black showing A3 loco and train. Small scuffs on face. £10
721 LNER pictorial type circular luggage labels for "The Flying Scotsman" in red, black and gold. 

London King's Cross, Edinburgh, Dundee. Also blue and silver examples for "The Silver Jubilee". 
London King's Cross (x2). (5) £10

722 Ten BR and LNER circular pictorial named train luggage labels including The Northumbrian 
(York, Grantham), Flying Scotsman (Dundee), Queen of Scots (Glasgow Queen Street), 
Yorkshire Pullman (Hull, Harrogate, Wakefield Westgate), Silver Jubilee (Darlington), Coronation 
(Newcastle Central), West Riding Limited (Leeds Central). All laid on paper. (10) £10

723 BRIGHTON AND NORTH WESTERN RAILWAYS "Sunny South Express" L47/1 type luggage 
label Brighton to Rugby printed in red on white paper. Plus 60 LNWR labels, 15 LMS transitional, 
11 LNWR & GW/GW & LNWR, 6 parcels and miscellaneous labels. (93) £10

724 WAGON LITS card type, tie on luggage label "Oiseau Bleu - Blue Bird". Red and blue print with 
rear showing destination as Paris. Good used condition. £10

725 GREAT SOUTHERN & WESTERN RAILWAY Great Southern Hotel luggage label from Killarney. 
Green and orange design showing elevated view of hotel. Vertical fold. £10

726 LSWR. Approx 50 LSWR luggage labels on coloured paper including Fullerton Bridge on blue. 
Plus 10 SER/SECR luggage labels. No apparent duplication. (60) £10

727 APPROX 240 luggage labels including 160 LSWR (a few on coloured paper) and 80 SR (including 
a few S&D). No apparent duplication. (240) £10

728 WELSH RAILWAY. 85 labels including examples from TVR, Barry, Cambrian and Rhymney. No 
apparent duplication, condition varies. (85) £10

729 SCOTLAND. Approx 80 luggage labels including 50 Caledonian, 2 LMS transitional, 12 NBR, 8 
LNER transitional, 8 G&SWR (including 3 parcels). No duplication. (80) £10

730 GWR and constituents luggage labels. Approx 110 including examples from SWR, Cambrian, 
GW&GC, Severn & Wye, Barry, TVR, Cornwall, SDR, B&ER, various GWR including parcels and 
miscellaneous. (110) £10

731 APPROX 100 luggage labels including examples from GWR, SR, LSWR, etc. No apparent 
duplication. (100) £10

732 APPROX 55 mostly luggage labels from companies in north west England including 16 CLC 
(some examples on yellow paper), 6 MSJ&AR, 5 Furness, 17 NSR, 4 L&YR, 1 Wirral (parcels), 1 
CK&PR, etc. (55) £10

733 Small collection of luggage labels including 45 SR, 18 GWR (from and to type), 10 LBSCR, 1 
R&SBR, 1 RR, 4 SDR, 3 TVR, 5 Cambrian. No apparent duplication. £10

734 ALBUM containing approx 216 luggage labels from Welsh companies or from non Welsh 
companies to destinations in Wales. Includes 43 TVR, 20 Barry, 4 LNWR, 2 Cambrian, 138 GWR, 
9 BR. Plus a few BR and NCB wagon labels. (216) £10

735 ALBUM containing approx 600 luggage labels from pre grouping and pre nat companies including 
examples from GWR, HR, LMS, GER, GNSR, LNER, LSWR, LBSCR, SR, etc. No apparent 
duplication. (600) £10
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736 ALBUM containing approx 225 luggage labels from pre grouping and pre nat companies in 
Scotland and northern England including examples from Caledonian Railway, GCR, CLC, 
CK&PR, G&SWR, GNSR, HR, L&YR, LNWR, MR, NSR, NBR, LMS, LNER, etc. No apparent 
duplication. (225) £10

737 ALBUM containing approx 230 luggage labels from pre grouping and pre nat companies in 
southern England including examples from B&ER, GER, LBSCR, LSWR, M&SWJR, NLR, S&D, 
SER/SECR, SR, etc. No apparent duplication. (230) £10

738 ALBUM containing approx 220 GWR luggage labels. Various types, no apparent duplication. 
(220) £10

739 BOX containing many hundreds of luggage labels including examples from NER, GER, GNSR, 
LMS, LNER, etc. Very heavy duplication. (Qty) £10

740 Three EASTERN COUNTIES RAILWAY untitled wagon labels with written in details showing 
origin in Suffolk and Norfolk. Used 1870s. £10

741 Three EASTERN AND MIDLANDS RAILWAY wagon labels including horse, grain and rubber 
stamped "Lynn Dock". All used 1890s. (3) £10

742 L&YR. Approx 50 L&YR wagon labels. Variety of types, many to Knottingley. Many used. (Qty) £20
743 Approx 45 NER wagon labels. Good variety of types, almost all used. (Qty) £10
744 Approx 19 GER wagon labels including goods, livestock, perishable, grain, home empty, etc. Most 

used. (Qty) £10
745 Approx 100 GNR wagon labels. Good variety of types, almost all used. (Qty) £10
746 Approx 23 GCR wagon labels including from Grimsby Docks, from Rotherham & Masboro', via 

Banbury, from South Normanton Colliery, from Stairfoot, etc. Most used. (Qty) £10
747 APPROX 40 wagon labels with examples from LBSCR, LNWR, Cambrian, etc. Many used. (Qty) 

£10
748 Thirty eight SCOTTISH area railway company wagon labels including 13 G&SWR, 5 GNSR, 20 

NBR. Most used. (38) £10
749 Nine SOUTH WALES area railway company wagon labels including 6 Barry Railway, 1 Rhymney, 

2 Taff Vale. Most used. (9) £10
750 WAGON LABELS. Eight private colliery and gas company wagon labels from NE England 

locations including Redgeugh Gas Works, South Garesfield Collieries, Framwellgate Colliery, 
South Shields Gas Co, etc. Plus approx 30 NER Mineral Audit Office "Mineral Inaccuracy No.2" 
forms dated 1899. (Qty) £10

Lots 751 - 803: Postcards
Reference numbers quoted for railway official postcards are from "The Official Railway Postcard Book" 

by John Alsop which we gratefully acknowledge.
751 NORTH EASTERN RAILWAY poster card No.1 "Summer Holidays" (NE051) showing coloured 

views of landmarks. Unused, good condition. £50
752 NORTH EASTERN RAILWAY poster card No.3 "Circular Tours" (NE053) showing coloured view 

of coast and tour maps. Unused, good condition. £50
753 NORTH EASTERN RAILWAY poster card No.5 "Northumbria" (NE055) showing coloured view of 

Bamburgh Castle. Unused, good condition. £75
754 NORTH EASTERN RAILWAY poster card No.11 "The Yorkshire Coast for the Children" (NE061) 

showing coloured view of children on donkeys. Unused, good condition. £75
755 NORTH EASTERN RAILWAY poster card No. 15 "The Gateway" (NE065) showing coloured view 

of York through arch. Unused, good condition. £50
756 NORTH EASTERN RAILWAY poster card No.19 "Yorkshire's Enchanting Dales" (NE069) 

showing coloured view of couple by river. Unused, good condition. £75
757 NER official card "The North Eastern Railway's New Electric Trains - The First Train (Newcastle 

to Benton) Tuesday March 29th 1904" (NE083). Not postally used. Slight marking. £8
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758 GNR early official card by the Picture Postcard Company "Westminster Abbey" (GN878). Sepia 
vignette. UB. Not postally used, marking to corners. £10

759 GNR early official card by the Picture Postcard Company "Horse Guards, Whitehall" (GN857). 
Sepia vignette. UB. Not postally used, marking to corners. £10

760 CHEMINS DE FER DE L'OUEST ET DE BRIGHTON official card "Paris a Londres - Rouen Le 
Pont Boieldieu" (LBSC103). Not postally used. £10

761 FURNESS RAILWAY official envelope for series 3 "English Lakes" postcards. Some wear. Note: 
envelope only, no postcards. £8

762 LNER official card "The Northern Belle in Scotland" (LNE342). Not postally used, severe surface 
damage. £7

763 CENTRAL LONDON RAILWAY official card "Central London Railway Power House" (CLR007). 
Sepia picture with route map below. Used. £12

764 HIGHLAND RAILWAY official cards. "Loch Ericht, Dalwhinnie" (HR351A), "Pass of Killiecrankie" 
(HR411). Not postally used. (2) £10

765 HIGHLAND RAILWAY official cards. "Lord Huntly's Cave, Speyside" (HR393), "Grantown and 
Cairngorm Hills" (HR394). First item postally used 1914. (2) £14

766 HIGHLAND RAILWAY official cards. "Forres from Nelson Tower" (HR387), "View from 
Craigellachie, Aviemore" (HR321). Not postally used. (2) £14

767 LSWR early intermediate size official card "Kingston - The Bridge" (LSW110). Brown frame, half 
tone vignette. UB. Not postally used, VGC. £10

768 LONDON & SOUTH WESTERN RAILWAY early intermediate size official card "Western Shore, 
Southampton" (LSW255). Turquoise frame, postally used 1902. £20

769 LONDON & SOUTH WESTERN RAILWAY SERVANT'S ORPHANAGE official cards. "Boy's 
Gymnastic Set Piece" (LSW015) and "Girls at Play" (LSW018). Second example postally used 
and stamp removed. (2) £14

770 METROPOLITAN RAILWAY official cards. "Old School, Harrow" (MET001), "Byron's Tomb, 
Harrow Church" (MET002). Not postally used. (2) £12

771 METROPOLITAN RAILWAY official cards. "Ruislip Village" (MET006), "Interior Ruislip Church" 
(MET007). Not postally used, minor wear to rear of second card. (2) £12

772 GWR official card from the "Docks Series". "Port Talbot, loading coal by Electric Belt Conveyor" 
(GW337). Not postally used. £14

773 GWR official card from the "Docks Series". "General View - Queen Alexandra Dock, Cardiff" 
(GW335). Postally used 1927. £14

774 GWR official card from the "Docks Series". "Aerial View - Queen Alexandra Dock, Cardiff" 
(GW331). Not postally used. £14

775 GWR official card from the "Docks Series". "Aerial View - Roath Dock and Basin, Cardiff" (GW332). 
Postally used 1927. £14

776 GWR official card from the "Docks Series". "Aerial View - No.2 Dock, Barry" (GW329). Postally 
used 1926. £14

777 GWR series 2 official card "On the Way to Beaconsfield by GWR Motor Car" (GW044). Not 
postally used  VGC. £12

778 GWR official card "Map of the Cornish Riviera showing Railways, Motor Routes and Principal 
Roads" (GW051). Postally used 1904. £14

779 GWR series 9 official cards, "Castle Rock, Lynton" (GW166) and "Ivybridge" (GW169). Both 
postally used. (2) £10

780 GWR official correspondence card "The Wye Symonds Yat" (GW481). Postally used 1916. £14
781 GWR oversize official card from Leonard Richmond painting "Porthcurnow, showing Logan Rock" 

(GW276). Not postally used. £10
782 GWR official card "Tregenna Castle, St Ives, Cornwall" (GW377). Vertical format, not postally 

used, good condition. £10
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783 COMMERCIAL postcard "Lampeter & Aberayron Railway - Cutting of First Sod by Miss Molly 
Harford, October 20th 1908". Published locally by DR Evans & Co. Not postally used. £12

784 COMMERCIAL real photo postcard showing view of boy holding lifebuoy on board GCR 
steamship SS Marylebone. Published by CB Heynig in Rotterdam. Not postally used. £10

785 REAL PHOTO commercial card "Southwold Railway Station" showing platform view of train and 
staff. No publisher mentioned, postally used 1909. £5

786 REAL PHOTO commercial card "The Station, Honiton" showing view of the outside of the station. 
No publisher mentioned, not postally used. £5

787 REAL PHOTO commercial card "Falstone Station" showing slightly distant view of station. No 
publisher mentioned, postally used, stamp removed. £5

788 REAL PHOTO commercial card "Wrotham & Boro Green Station" showing view of station 
platform. No publisher mentioned, not postally used. £5

789 REAL PHOTO commercial card showing view of Christow station on the Teign Valley line. 
Published by Pouteau, not postally used. £5

790 REAL PHOTO commercial card showing view of Highland Railway loco 114 and goods train 
passing through Luncarthey station. No publisher mentioned, postally used 1913. £5

791 EASTERN BENGAL STATE RAILWAY correspondence postcard for informing recipient of the 
arrival of goods. Postally used 1901. £5

792 LANCASHIRE & YORKSHIRE RAILWAY set of 6 official cards in new series set 2 "Old Passenger 
and Goods Trains" (LY079 - 84). No envelope, not postally used. (6) £10

793 KENT & EAST SUSSEX RAILWAY set of six official postcards showing views on the company 
system (KES001-6). One postally used. Complete with slightly worn official envelope. (7) £10

794 MIDLAND RAILWAY. Approx 50 MR official postcards, many coloured examples for stately 
homes and places of interest. Condition varies, mostly OK. Occasional duplication. (50) £10

795 MIDLAND RAILWAY. Approx 50 MR official postcards, many coloured examples for stately 
homes and places of interest. Condition varies, mostly OK. Occasional duplication. (50) £10

796 GWR official card showing view of continental ambulance train "Ward Car" (GW284). Not used. 
Plus nine other official railway cards including MR, LNWR, G&SWR, GER, GNR, FR issues. (10) 
£5

797 Eleven COMMERCIAL CARDS showing station views. Various publishers, locations include 
Topsham, Crosshaven, Doune, Camborne, Oldham, Pateley Bridge, M&SWR Swindon, 
Portsmouth, Hayling Island, Swanick, Bury. Some used 1910s. (11) £10

798 APPROX 100 colour and B&W commercial postcards showing mostly pre grouping loco views. 
Many published by LPC. (100). £10

799 APPROX 100 colour commercial postcards showing pre grouping loco views. Many published by 
LPC. (100). £10

800 APPROX 100 colour and B&W commercial postcards showing loco views. Various publishers. 
(100). £10

801 APPROX 100 commercial cards showing colour loco views. Publishers include Ian Allan, Tuck's, 
Valentines, LPC, Tilling, Lake & Co, etc. Condition varies, some poor and some with back damage. 
(100) £10

802 APPROX 90 commercial cards showing B&W (including real photo) loco views. Publishers 
include Valentines, LPC, F.Moore, Regent Series, etc. Condition varies, some poor and some 
with back damage. (90) £10

803 PAMLIN PRINTS. Approx 192 postcards showing views of various, mostly rail, subjects. (192) £10

Lots 804 - 872: Photographs
804 STATIONS. 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing GWR station views circa 1920s - 60s. 

Reasonable quality. (100) £10
805 STATIONS. 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing LNER station views circa 1920s - 60s. 

Reasonable quality. (100) £10
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806 STATIONS. 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing station views. Countrywide selection circa 
1920s - 60s. Reasonable quality. (100) £10

807 STATIONS. 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing station views. Countrywide selection circa 
1920s - 60s. Reasonable quality. (100) £10

808 STATIONS. 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing station views. Countrywide selection circa 
1920s - 60s. Reasonable quality. (100) £10

809 STATIONS. 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing station views. Countrywide selection circa 
1920s - 60s. Reasonable quality. (100) £10

810 STATIONS. 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing station views. Countrywide selection circa 
1920s - 60s. Reasonable quality. (100) £10

811 STATIONS. 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing station views. Countrywide selection circa 
1920s - 60s. Reasonable quality. (100) £10

812 STATIONS. 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing station views. Countrywide selection circa 
1920s - 60s. Reasonable quality. (100) £10

813 DEPOTS. Approx 70 B&W postcard sized photos showing BR(ScR) loco sheds in the 1950s and 
60s. Reasonable quality. (70) £10

814 APPROX 400 4¼" x 3¼" B&W photos by JO Templeton showing early 1960s loco and station 
views. Most captioned, reasonable quality. (Qty) £10

815 GNR. Approx 70 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex GNR, NER and GCR Atlantics in LNER 
and BR livery. Reasonable quality. (70) £10

816 CALEDONIAN RAILWAY. Approx 160 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex CR tender and 
tank locos in CR, LMS and BR livery. Variable quality. (160) £10

817 LBSCR. Approx 200 B&W postcard sized photos showing LBSCR locos in LBSCR, SR and BR 
livery. Reasonable quality. (200) £10

818 LNWR. Approx 200 B&W postcard sized photos showing LNWR tender locos in LNWR and LMS 
livery. Reasonable quality. (200) £10

819 LNWR. Approx 200 B&W postcard sized photos showing LNWR locos in LNWR, LMS and BR 
livery. Reasonable quality. (200) £10

820 GCR. Approx 120 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex GCR tender locos in LNER and BR 
livery. Reasonable quality. (120) £10

821 GCR. Approx 140 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex GCR tank locos in LNER and BR livery. 
Reasonable quality. (140) £10

822 NER. Approx 110 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex NER tender locos in LNER and BR 
livery. Reasonable quality. (110) £10

823 NORTH BRITISH RAILWAY. Approx 120 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex NBR tender 
locos in NBR, LNER and BR livery. Reasonable quality. (120) £10

824 NORTH BRITISH RAILWAY. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing NBR locos in NBR 
livery. Quality varies. (100) £10

825 NORTH BRITISH RAILWAY. Approx 200 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex NBR locos in 
LNER and BR livery. Reasonable quality. (200) £10

826 MIDLAND RAILWAY. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex MR 4-4-0 compound 
locos in LMS and BR livery. Reasonable quality. (100) £10

827 MIDLAND RAILWAY. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex MR locos in LMS 
livery. Reasonable quality. (100) £10

828 MIDLAND RAILWAY. Approx 200 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex MR locos in MR, LMS 
and BR livery. Reasonable quality. (100) £10

829 GWR. Approx 200 B&W postcard sized photos showing GWR tank locos in GWR and BR livery. 
Reasonable quality. (200) £10

830 GWR. Approx 200 B&W postcard sized photos showing GWR Saint and Star class locos in GWR 
and BR livery. Reasonable quality. (200) £10
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831 GWR. Approx 200 B&W postcard sized photos showing GWR tank locos in GWR and BR livery. 
Reasonable quality. (200) £10

832 GWR. Approx 200 B&W postcard sized photos showing GWR 4-4-0 tender locos in GWR livery. 
Reasonable quality. (200) £10

833 LMS. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex LMS Patriot and Jubilee locos mostly 
in BR livery. Reasonable quality. (100) £10

834 LMS. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex LMS locos mostly in BR livery. Varying 
quality. (100) £10

835 LMS. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex LMS locos in BR livery. Varying quality. 
(100) £10

836 LMS. Approx 200 B&W postcard sized photos showing LMS locos in LMS and BR livery. 
Reasonable quality. (200) £10

837 LMS. Approx 200 B&W postcard sized photos showing LMS locos in pre grouping, LMS and BR 
livery. Reasonable quality. (200) £10

838 LMS. Approx 200 B&W postcard sized photos showing LMS tender locos in LMS and BR livery. 
Reasonable quality. (200) £10

839 APPROX 187 4" x 2½" B&W photos by HC Casserley showing 1920s - 40s views of LMS locos. 
All captioned and signed on the rear by the photographer. Good quality. (Qty) £10

840 APPROX 196 4" x 2½" B&W photos by HC Casserley showing 1930s & 40s views of LMS locos. 
All captioned and signed on the rear by the photographer. Good quality. (Qty) £10

841 APPROX 134 4" x 2½" B&W photos by HC Casserley showing 1920s - 40s views of LMS locos. 
All captioned and signed on the rear by the photographer. Good quality. (Qty) £10

842 APPROX 136 4" x 2½" B&W photos by HC Casserley showing 1920s - 40s views of LMS locos. 
All captioned and signed on the rear by the photographer. Good quality. (Qty) £10

843 APPROX 177 4" x 2½" B&W photos by HC Casserley showing 1930s & 40s views of LMS locos. 
All captioned and signed on the rear by the photographer. Good quality. (Qty) £10

844 LNER. Approx 200 B&W postcard sized photos showing LNER tender locos in LNER and BR 
livery. Reasonable quality. (200) £10

845 LNER. Approx 180 B&W postcard sized photos showing LNER locos in LNER and BR livery. 
Reasonable quality. (180) £10

846 LNER. Approx 200 B&W postcard sized photos showing LNER tender locos in LNER and BR 
livery. Reasonable quality. (200) £10

847 LNER. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex LNER B16 and B17 locos in LNER 
and BR livery. Reasonable quality. (100) £10

848 LNER. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex LNER A3s and A4s in BR livery. Most 
identified, reasonable quality. (100) £10

849 LNER. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex LNER locos in BR livery. Varying 
quality. (100) £10

850 LNER. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex LNER locos in LNER and BR livery. 
Varying quality. (100) £10

851 LNER. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex LNER locos in LNER and BR livery. 
Varying quality. (100) £10

852 SR. Approx 200 B&W postcard sized photos showing SR locos in SR and BR livery. Reasonable 
quality. (200) £10

853 SR. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing ex SR locos in BR livery. Varying quality. 
(100) £10

854 BR. Approx 100 B&W postcard sized photos showing WD locos in BR livery. Includes a few post 
war shots taken overseas. Varying quality. (100) £10

855 LMS official 7½" x 3½" B&W photo showing loco Sir William Stanier 6256. Front signed by WA 
Stanier. Technical details on rear. £10
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856 APPROX 75 8½" x 6½" B&W photos of WD type locos. Good quality but all with punch holes to 
top edge. (75) £10

857 APPROX 74 various sized B&W photos, many showing NER locos in NER livery, including 
officials. Damage to rear of some caused by removal from album. (74) £10

858 APPROX 31 BR(M) official 8" x 6" B&W photos showing Coronation class locos including parts 
and construction views. Good quality. (31) £10

859 APPROX 44 LMS & BR(M) official 8" x 6" B&W photos showing the building of 6220 "Coronation" 
at Crewe works. Good quality. (44) £10

860 APPROX 20 LMS & BR(M) official 8" x 6" B&W photos showing streamlined Duchess pacifics 
including nameplate views. Good quality. (20) £10

861 APPROX 23 LMS & BR(M) official 8" x 6" B&W photos showing Princess Royal class locos. Good 
quality. (23) £10

862 BR(W & S). Approx 80 8½" x 6½" B&W official photos showing level crossings. Locations include 
Stoneybridge, Dunster, Barnstaple, Duffryn, Newport, etc. Duplication and views from several 
angles. Dated 1964 - 71. Good quality. (80) £10

863 BR(W & S). Approx 100 8½" x 6½" B&W official photos showing level crossings. Locations 
include Dunhampstead, Quintrell, Pencoed, Penzance, Chippenham, Kidwelly, Painswick Road, 
etc. Duplication and views from several angles. Dated 1964 - 74. Good quality. (100) £10

864 BR(W & S). Approx 80 8½" x 6½" B&W official photos showing level crossings. Locations include 
Midgham, Westcott Foot Crossing, Braunton, Duckpool, Lostwithiel, etc. Duplication and views 
from several angles. Dated 1964 - 75. Good quality. (80) £10

865 BR(W & S). Approx 80 8½" x 6½" B&W official photos showing level crossings. Locations include 
Stoke Cannon, Athelney, Vellator, Caen Street, Braunton, etc. Duplication and views from several 
angles. Dated 1965 - 66. Good quality. (80) £10

866 BR(W & S). Approx 80 8½" x 6½" B&W official photos showing level crossings. Locations include 
Tackley, Johnston - Lower Rosemarket, Islip, Shrivenham, Umberleigh, etc. Duplication and 
views from several angles. Dated 1965 - 75. Good quality. (80) £10

867 BR(W & S). Approx 80 8½" x 6½" B&W official photos showing level crossings. Locations include 
Gloucester, Roundham, Kidlington, Chipping Camden, Tram Inn, etc. Duplication and views from 
several angles. Dated 1964 - 74. Good quality. (80) £10

868 BR(W & S). Approx 80 8½" x 6½" B&W official photos showing level crossings. Locations 
include Hele & Bradninch, Central Wales Line, Lostwithiel, Blue Anchor, Morris Hill, Tackley, etc. 
Duplication and views from several angles. Dated 1964 - 71. Good quality. (80) £10

869 APPROX 23 8" x 6" B&W photos including official and press photos showing views on the 
Cromford & High Peak and Leek & Manifold Railways. Circa 1920s - 50s. (23) £10

870 APPROX 165 British Transport Films official publicity stills photographs. Various sizes, a few 
in colour, variety of subjects including personnel, awards, travelogue, etc. Hardly any showing 
railway views. All identified. (165) £10

871 RING BINDER containing approx 200 8½" x 6½" B&W photos of BR Standard locos. Good quality 
but all with punch holes to top edge. (200) £10

872 ALBUM containing approx 30 postcard sized and larger B&W prints showing views of Tyne Yard 
in 1983. Good quality. £10

Lots 873 - 907: Photographic Negatives and Slides
873 APPROX 80 various sized B&W negatives showing BR(M) locos in the 1950s. Appear reasonable 

quality, all filed in separate packets and marked with details. (80) £20
874 APPROX 80 various sized B&W negatives showing BR(M) locos in the 1950s. Appear reasonable 

quality, all filed in separate packets and marked with details. (80) £20
875 APPROX 80 various sized B&W negatives showing BR(M) locos in the 1950s. Appear reasonable 

quality, all filed in separate packets and marked with details. (80) £20
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876 APPROX 90 various sized B&W negatives showing BR(W) locos in the 1950s. Appear reasonable 
quality, all filed in separate packets and marked with details. (90) £20

877 APPROX 90 various sized B&W negatives showing BR(W) locos in the 1950s. Appear reasonable 
quality, all filed in separate packets and marked with details. (90) £20

878 APPROX 60 various sized B&W negatives showing BR(S) locos in the 1950s. Appear reasonable 
quality, all filed in separate packets and marked with details. (60) £20

879 APPROX 90 various sized B&W negatives showing BR(E) locos in the 1950s. Appear reasonable 
quality, all filed in separate packets and marked with details. (90) £20

880 APPROX 90 various sized B&W negatives showing BR(E) locos in the 1950s. Appear reasonable 
quality, all filed in separate packets and marked with details. (90) £20

881 APPROX 35 various sized B&W negatives showing BR Standard locos in the 1950s. Appear 
reasonable quality, all filed in separate packets and marked with details. (35) £10

882 APPROX 60 35mm B&W negatives showing station views. Mainly BR(S) but including a few 
preserved. Circa 1970s. All identified. Reasonable quality. (60) £10

883 APPROX 100 various sized B&W negatives showing pre 1948 loco views from the Big 4 
companies including a few IOW. Appear reasonable quality, all filed in separate packets and 
marked with details. (100) £20

884 APPROX 100 various sized B&W negatives showing post 1948 steam loco views. Appear 
reasonable quality, all filed in separate packets and marked with details. (100) £20

885 APPROX 100 various sized B&W negatives showing post 1948 steam loco views. Appear 
reasonable quality, all filed in separate packets and marked with details. (100) £20

886 APPROX 260 larger format B&W negatives showing views of Midland Railway signals. Filed in 
separate packets, not identified, appear reasonable quality. (260) £10

887 APPROX 24 large sized B&W glass negatives showing pre 1948 SR and LMS loco views. Appear 
good quality, all filed in separate packets and marked with details. BTC. (24) £10

888 APPROX 20 large sized B&W glass negatives showing pre 1948 GWR loco views, some named. 
Appear good quality, all filed in separate packets and marked with details. BTC. (20) £10

889 APPROX 17 large sized B&W glass negatives showing pre 1948 LNER loco views, some named. 
Appear good quality, all filed in separate packets and marked with details. BTC. (17) £10

890 APPROX 20 large sized B&W glass negatives showing pre 1948 loco views, some named. A few 
Garrets noted. Appear good quality, all filed in separate packets and marked with details. BTC. 
(20) £10

891 APPROX 20 large sized B&W glass negatives showing pre 1948 loco views including Irish. 
Appear good quality, all filed in separate packets and marked with details. BTC. (20) £10

892 APPROX 20 large sized B&W glass negatives showing pre 1948 GWR loco views, some named. 
Appear good quality, all filed in separate packets and marked with details. BTC. (20) £10

893 APPROX 17 large sized B&W glass negatives showing pre 1948 SR loco views, some named. 
Appear good quality, all filed in separate packets and marked with details. BTC. (17) £10

894 APPROX 20 large sized B&W glass negatives showing pre 1948 LMS loco views, mostly in 
Scotland. Appear good quality, all filed in separate packets and marked with details. BTC. (20) £10

895 APPROX 15 large sized B&W glass negatives showing pre grouping loco views including 
examples from LBSCR, LNWR, MR, LT, etc, some named. Appear good quality, all filed in 
separate packets and marked with details. BTC. (15) £10

896 APPROX 29 8½" x 6½" B&W official LMS (or earlier) glass negatives showing views of the 
aftermath of accidents and building damage (possibly due to bombing). Appear circa 1910s - 20s. 
Good quality, not identified. BTC. £10

897 APPROX 24 8½" x 6½" B&W official LMS (or earlier) glass negatives showing views of road 
vehicles, wagon and coaching stock. Appear circa 1920s. Good quality, not identified. BTC. £10

898 APPROX 36 8½" x 6½" B&W official LMS glass negatives showing views of company advertising 
and advertising hoardings. Appear circa 1920s. Good quality. BTC. £10
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899 APPROX 63 4¼" x 3¼" B&W glass negatives mainly showing industrial loco views. All filed in 
separate packets and marked with details. Appear reasonable quality. BTC. (63) £10

900 APPROX 100 35mm colour slides showing early 1960s steam views. Various locations, most 
identified. Very variable quality, many appear to be very dark. (100) £10

901 APPROX 100 35mm colour slides mostly showing 1960s BR loco views. Various Southern and 
LM region views. Reasonable quality. (100) £10

902 APPROX 100 35mm colour slides showing UK station, signalbox and infrastructure views. Appear 
1970s - 2000s. Some identified, reasonable quality. (100) £10

903 APPROX 100 35mm colour slides showing UK station, signalbox and infrastructure views. Appear 
1970s - 2000s. Some identified, reasonable quality. (100) £10

904 APPROX 100 35mm colour slides showing UK station, signalbox and infrastructure views. Appear 
1970s - 2000s. Some identified, reasonable quality. (100) £10

905 APPROX 100 35mm colour slides showing overseas loco views. Various locations taken between 
the early 1980s and early 2000s. Includes 1980s steam views in India, Syria, South Africa, Poland, 
Pakistan. Reasonable quality. (100) £10

906 APPROX 100 35mm colour slides showing overseas steam, diesel and electric loco views. 
Various locations in Europe, India, South Africa etc circa 1980s. Reasonable quality. (100) £10

907 APPROX 100 35mm colour slides mostly showing European diesel and electric loco views circa 
late 1970s to early 2000s. Also includes some 1960s steam views in Ireland. Reasonable quality. 
(100) £10

Lots 908 - 916: Unframed Carriage Prints
Series and issuing dates are taken from the book "Landscapes Under the Luggage Rack" by Greg 

Norden which we gratefully acknowledge.
908 GWR 8½" x 6½" coloured photographic type card: Bath Abbey. £10
909 LNER booklet "Souvenir Collection of Carriage Pictures" containing six carriage prints. Braintree 

Essex, Great Easton Dunmow Essex, High Wycombe Buckinghamshire, Ware Hertfordshire, 
Amersham Buckinghamshire, Much Hadham Hertfordshire. Complete with original card cover. 
£50

910 Finchingfield, Essex by F. Donald Blake (LNER series). Staple holes down l/h side, slight creasing 
to r/h end. £10

911 Wells-next-the-Sea, Norfolk by J. Fletcher Watson (LNER series). Staple holes down l/h edge, 
some creasing to white border. £10

912 Melrose Abbey, Roxburghshire by Leonard Squirrell (LNER series). Staple holes down l/h edge. 
Some edge creasing and marking to border. £10

913 Hull, entrance to Victoria Dock by ET Holding (LNER series). Staple holes down l/h edge. £10
914 Robin Hoods Bay, Yorkshire by Frank Sherwin (LNER series). Staple hole to l/h edge. Foxing, 

especially to border. £10
915 Bildeston, Suffolk by Horace Wright (LNER series). Somewhat creased/folded. £10
916 CLC carriage system map. Red, blue and black coloured showing company lines between 

Manchester and Liverpool. Circa 1930s. Vertical fold at centre otherwise VGC. £10

Lots 917 - 975: Posters and Prints
(d/r = double royal, 25"x40", q/r = quad royal, 50"x40")

917 BR(NE) q/r coloured pictorial poster "Service to Industry" showing view of the new ore discharging 
plant at General Terminus Quay, Glasgow by MacFarlane. Undated. Folded, edge tears and tape 
repairs. £20

918 BR(NE) q/r poster "Service to Industry" showing Cuneo view of class 40 diesel loco at ICI chemical 
works at Billingham. Dated 1962. Small edge tears, otherwise good condition. £10

919 BR(M) q/r poster "The Rebirth of Coventry Cathedral" from original artwork by Sir Basil Spence. 
Published 1961. Folded. £10
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920 BTC q/r coloured pictorial poster "Progress" showing Cuneo view of the building of "Warship" 
class diesel loco at Swindon Works. Circa 1960. Folded, small loss bottom r/h corner. £10

921 BR(W) q/r photographic type poster "Train Travel Second to None...Western Region Blue 
Pullman" showing view of train at speed. Circa mid 1960s. Folded, some wear, stained on rear. 
£10

922 LNER d/r pictorial poster "Rambles in the Cleveland District of Yorkshire" advertising the new 
publication and showing image of a ruined abbey by Schabolsky. Black print throughout. Undated. 
Folded and some foxing. £10

923 SOUTHERN RAILWAY 30" x 20" coloured pictorial poster "Chessington Zoo". Red and black 
print showing "George the Clown" illustration by DW Burley with text indicating nearest station as 
Surbiton. Circa 1930s. Folded. £10

924 SOUTHERN RAILWAY 30" x 20" coloured pictorial poster "Chessington Zoo". Red, blue, brown 
and black print showing chimp smoking a cigarette illustration by DW Burley with text indicating 
nearest stations as Surbiton and Leatherhead. Dated 1936. Folded. £10

925 SOUTHERN RAILWAY 30" x 20" photo pictorial poster "Chessington Zoo and Circus" showing 
photo of lioness and cubs. Text details bus connections with Surbiton and Epsom. Circa 1938. 
Folded. £10

926 SOUTHERN RAILWAY 30" x 20" coloured pictorial poster "Chessington Zoo and Circus". Pink 
and black print showing small illustration of lion and details of facilities. Dated 1939. Folded. £10

927 BR(W) d/r coloured pictorial poster "Royal Leamington Spa" showing coloured view of bridge and 
river by Lander. Circa early 1960s. Minor edge wear. £10

928 BR(ScR) d/r poster "Firth of Clyde" showing colour pictorial view of ship and lighthouse by John 
S. Smith. Circa 1960s. Some creasing, large tear and loss top r/h corner. £10

929 BR(ScR) d/r coloured pictorial poster "Crieff Perthshire" showing view from Callum's Hill by 
McIntosh Patrick. Circa late 1950s. Creased, crumpled and worn. Very large tape repaired tear 
top l/h corner.  £10

930 BR(ScR) d/r pictorial map type poster "Loch Lomond. See Britain by Train and Steamer" showing 
map of the region by Nicolson. Undated, folded, wear, edge tears and pin holes.  £10

931 BR(W) d/r coloured pictorial poster "Barmouth" showing woman in national dress with view of 
town and coast by Stringer. Circa 1962, Foxing and edge creasing. £10

932 BR(W) d/r coloured pictorial poster "It's No Secret - Porthcawl has Everything" showing illustration 
of children on beach. Dated 1962. Some creasing, especially at corners. £10

933 BR(M) d/r coloured poster "North Wales Next Time" by Studio Seven showing photo views of 
sights. Undated, small tears and creasing to bottom edge. £10

934 BR(M) d/r coloured pictorial poster "Northern Ireland" showing view of Giant's Causeway by 
Greene. Circa 1960. Folded. £10

935 BR(W) d/r coloured photographic poster "Torquay - Queen of the English Riviera" showing slightly 
elevated view of the resort. Dated 1960. Some creasing. £10

936 BR d/r pictorial poster advertising the Car Sleeper Service from Sutton Coldfield with artwork by 
Studio Seven. Dated 1960. VGC. £10

937 BR(M) d/r pictorial poster "Door to Door Container Services to and from Northern Ireland via 
Heysham - Belfast". Shows view of container being loaded onto ship. Circa 1960. Slight creasing. 
£10

938 BR(M) d/r coloured pictorial poster "Door to Door Overnight Condor Container Service Express 
Freight" showing green, red, black and yellow view of wagons. Circa early 1960s, slight creasing. 
£10

939 BR d/r coloured pictorial poster "Your Local and Inter City 125. A Great Partnership" showing 
Vic Millington view of HST and Leyland National bus at a countryside station. Circa late 1970s. 
Folded, creased and crumpled. Tape repaired tear. £10

940 BR(M) d/r photographic poster "Go by Train to Buxton" showing aerial view of the town. Circa 
1962. Minor creasing to top edge. £10
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941 BR d/r poster for the 15 guinea special "British Rail Runs Out of Steam" showing illustration of 
Britannia class loco Oliver Cromwell. Dated 11th August 1968. Folded, small loss from centre, 
some staining and tape marks. £10

942 BR(E) d/r system map. Red, blue and black print, dated December 1957. Folded, small edge 
tears. £10

943 BR d/r coloured pictorial poster "Your Local and Inter City 125. A Great Partnership" showing Vic 
Millington view of HST and DMU at a countryside station. Circa late 1970s. Some edge creasing. 
£10

944 BR d/r coloured pictorial poster "Our 1000 ton Juggernauts have their own clearway through the 
heart of London" showing view of busy London street with freight train above. Dated November 
1972. Some edge creasing. £10

945 BRB d/r coloured pictorial poster "How to keep going during the next energy crisis" showing view 
of APT type train and derelict petrol station. Dated 1978. Folded and creased. £10

946 BR(M) d/r photographic poster "Isle of Man - not just one resort but many" showing view of 
promenade. Circa 1963. Slight edge creasing. £10

947 BR(M) d/r photographic poster "Sunny Rhyl for family holidays" showing Studio Seven views of 
family and seaside. Circa 1956. £10

948 BR(M) d/r photo illustrated poster "Swan, Swift, Teal and Tern" showing view of the Swan and 
advertising Windermere lake cruises. Circa 1954. £10

949 BR(S) illustrated poster "The Southern's Portsmouth Line goes Inter City" showing route map and 
new stock for the service. Dated 1970. Folded. £10

950 BR(M) Midland Pullman d/r illustrated poster "30mph. How to Ignore it (without breaking the law)" 
showing 30mph road sign and train times for the Midland Pullman service. Circa 1964. Small 
stain. £10

951 BR(W) d/r photographic poster "Join the Cardiff Crewe Train Set" showing view of woman drinking 
tea. Circa early 1970s. Folded. £10

952 BRB d/r pictorial poster celebrating the Design Council Award to the HST showing views of unit 
and technical drawings. Dated 1978. Edge creasing and corner tears. £10

953 BR(W) d/r coloured pictorial poster "We're in Top Gear for the Festive Occasion" advertising the 
Mayflower named train. Dated September 1970. Folded. £10

954 BR(E) d/r coloured pictorial poster "Ride the Highwayman to the North East" dated October 1970. 
Folded. £10

955 SCOTRAIL d/r coloured pictorial poster "Tain by Train - Scotrail Highland Collection" showing 
view by Brendan Neiland. Undated. £10

956 INTER CITY d/r coloured pictorial poster showing a Brendan Neiland view of reflections in the 
station roof. Produced to commemorate the launch of Inter City 225 services between London 
and Edinburgh. Dated 1991. £10

957 GREAT WESTERN TRAINS d/r coloured pictorial poster showing a Brendan Neiland view of 
reflections in a carriage window. Undated. £10

958 NETWORK SOUTHEAST d/r photographic type poster advertising a map and guide to help you 
around London featuring the Natural History Museum. Dated 1992. £10

959 NETWORK SOUTHEAST d/r photographic type poster advertising "Awayday Breaks" showing 
view of carriage and Windsor Castle. Dated 1989. £10

960 NETWORK SOUTHEAST d/r photographic type poster advertising Leeds Castle showing view of 
castle and EMU. Dated 1992. £10

961 BRB d/r coloured pictorial poster "Inter City Sleepers - The Journey of a Nightime". Dated 1987. 
Folded. £10

962 BRB d/r coloured pictorial poster advertising the Senior Citizen Railcard with Beryl Cook view of 
woman bursting from birthday cake. Dated 1989. £10

963 BTC published coloured poster advertising All-Line Railrover tickets. Green and black print, dated 
1960. Folded. £10
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964 HMSO published d/r coloured pictorial poster "Please put litter in the bin" showing litter strewn 
platform and irate porter. Circa 1940s. Folded. £10

965 BR HOVERCRAFT LTD d/r photographic type poster "The Cross - Channel Jumbo" showing view 
of hovercraft. Dated 1978. Folded. £10

966 BR HOVERCRAFT LTD coloured photographic poster "The 35 minute Skirt" advertising Dover - 
Boulogne in 35 minutes. Dated 1969. Heavily folded. £10

967 BTC reduced size version of the BTC poster "British Railways Locomotives" with artwork by 
Wolstenholme showing most of the standard classes and electric and diesel locos. As issued in 
schools educational packs. Plus another similar. (2) £10

968 GWR d/r letterpress poster showing train cancellations due to the funeral of King George V on 
January 28th 1936. Lilac coloured print, folded and with small fold tears. £10

969 GWR. 11¼" x 17¼" "Situations Vacant" poster for staff at Shipton and Winchcombe as issued 
by the Central Staff Office, Paddington. Dated 1933. Very fragile with edge flaking (severe at 
bottom). £5

970 BR(M) d/r train departures poster for Derby Midland station dated June 1953. Folded. £10
971 BR(M) 20" x 12" train departures poster for Leicester Central station dated April 1966. Folded. £10
972 Five BR(E) smaller sized train departure posters. Sowerby Bridge September 1966, Huddersfield 

April 1966, Hebden Bridge March 1967, Dewsbury June 1959 and June 1961. All folded, staining 
to last example. (5) £10

973 LOCAL COUNCIL published d/r coloured pictorial poster advertising Morecambe & Heysham for 
modern healthy holidays. Circa early 1960s. Small corner loss bottom l/h, edge tears. £10

974 BEA d/r poster advertising Railair Link services to Heathrow showing photo view of jet in flight. 
Dated August 1973. Creased, especially in corners. £10

975 POST OFFICE (possibly) 15" x 12" letterpress poster "London Parcels LSW - parcels for stations 
on the London and South Western Section to be transferred across London". Yellow print, VGC. 
£10

 End of Postal Auction Section
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Lots 1001 - 1115: Books, Ephemera, Models and Hardware
1001 Quantity of bound Railway Magazines from volume 1.  £10
1002 Quantity of bound Railway & Travel Monthly magazines.  £10
1003 Set of David & Charles published hardback books in the Regional Railway Histories series.  £10
1004 Quantity of ephemera including early items.  £10
1005 Quantity of mostly bound early Railway Magazines.  £10
1006 Box of BR PTTs.  £10
1007 Approx 3000 original BR vinyl shed codes from 32 different sheds.  £10
1008 Box of WTTs and PTTs.  £10
1009 Box of overseas railways related hardback and softback books. Many New Zealand interest.  £10
1010 Box of ephemera.  £10
1011 Box of hardback and softback books. Mostly Irish interest.  £10
1012 Quantity of British Locomotive Society "Railway Locomotives" from volume 1 No.1.   £10
1013 Box of hardback and softback books.  £10
1014 Box of ephemera, mostly Irish related including timetables.  £10
1015 Box of hardback books.  £10
1016 Box of ephemera, mostly WTTs.  £10
1017 Box of hardback books.  £10
1018 Quantity of railway books. £10
1019 Box of softback books.  £10
1020 Small quantity of modern posters.  £10
1021 Box of hardback and softback books. Mostly Irish interest.  £10
1022 Small quantity of official publications including GWR.  £10
1023 Box of hardback books.  £10
1024 Box of ephemera.  £10
1025 Box of hardback books.  £10
1026 Box of ephemera, mostly official publicity items.  £10
1027 Quantity of WTTs and appendices.  £10

Alpha Lots
The following lots will be sold to the highest bidder as determined by the Auctioneers on 
receipt of the special “Alpha Lot Bidding Slips” handed in before the 1:00pm deadline on 

Saturday 6th June at Stoneleigh Park.
The bidding increments as defined in paragraph 4 of our Postal Auction Terms and 

Conditions of Sale apply also to this Auction.
The Alpha Lots Auction results will be known at around 2:30pm. An announcement will be 

made in the main auction hall. Lots must be removed by successful bidders before 3:30pm.
We regret that Alpha Lots are not available to postal bidders. Postal bidders wishing to bid 
on Alpha Lots should use the services of a proxy, who must pay for and remove any items 

successfully bid for on the postal bidder’s behalf, before the 3:30pm deadline.
A 12% buyer’s premium (including VAT) will be added to the invoice for all lots in the Alpha 

Lots section of this catalogue.
Please note: all Alpha Lots are sold as seen and are not subject to return.

The price shown in italics against each lot is the reserve.
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1028 Quantity of tickets in albums. Includes whole Edmondson issues.  £10
1029 Box of hardback books.  £10
1030 Quantity of BR glossy coloured type leaflets and handbills.  £10
1031 Box of hardback and softback books. Mostly Irish interest.  £10
1032 Quantity of mostly LNER paperwork in albums.  £10
1033 Box of hardback books.  £10
1034 Three albums of assorted ephemera.  £10
1035 Box of hardback books.  £10
1036 Large size books of plans for the branch to Great Crosby and for the Buckinghamshire Railway.  

£10
1037 Box of softback books.  £10
1038 Quantity of railway books. £10
1039 Quantity of bound Locomotive Magazine plus bound Railway Magazines and a few hardback 

books.  £10
1040 Large quantity of tickets.  £10
1041 Quantity of hardback and softback books including tram interest.  £10
1042 Quantity of modern railway and non railway menus.  £10
1043 Quantity of Oakwood Press published hardback and softback books.  £10
1044 Box of ephemera. Mostly L&YR related.  £10
1045 Box of hardback books including Middleton Press.  £10
1046 Quantity of maps, plans and posters.  £10
1047 Box of softback books.  £10
1048 Large quantity of tickets. Various types.  £10
1049 Box of softback books.  £10
1050 Box of ephemera. Mostly L&YR related.  £10
1051 Box of hardback books.  £10
1052 Quantity of maps and plans.  £10
1053 Box of mostly hardback books.  £10
1054 Box of ephemera including signalling interest.  £10
1055 Box of mostly hardback books.  £10
1056 Box of ephemera.  £10
1057 Quantity of hardback and softback books.  £10
1058 Box of ephemera, mostly plans and diagrams.  £10
1059 Quantity of RCTS published Locomotives of the LNER.  £10
1060 Small quantity of rolled plans.  £10
1061 Box of softback books.  £10
1062 Box of ephemera.  £10
1063 Box of mostly hardback books.  £10
1064 Box of ephemera including appendices and signalling interest.  £10
1065 Box of hardback and softback books. Mostly bus related interest.  £10
1066 Quantity of unbound "Locomotive Magazine".  £10
1067 Box of hardback books.  £10
1068 Quantity of bound and unbound Railway Observers.  £10
1069 Box of bound magazines including GWR Magazine, Railway Magazine and Railway Observer.  

£10
1070 Box of ephemera including SR magazines.  £10
1071 Box hardback books.  £10
1072 Box of plans and diagrams.  £10
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1073 Quantity of RCTS published hardback and softback publications including Locomotives of the 
GWR.  £10

1074 Quantity of notebooks of railway related cuttings plus ledgers containing loco stock info from BR 
and pre grouping companies.  £10

1075 Box of hardback and softback books.  £10
1076 Box of ephemera including maps and plans.  £10
1077 Small quantity of Ian Allan ABC books and various items of ephemera.  £10
1078 Box of ephemera.  £10
1079 Box of hardback books including Irwell Press publications.  £10
1080 Quantity of railway books. £10
1081 Box of mostly hardback books.  £10
1082 Box of ephemera, mostly WTTs.  £10
1083 Quantity of bound Railway Modeller magazines from Vol.1 1950 - Vol.16 1965.  £10
1084 Quantity of diagrams and drawings.  £10
1085 Box of hardback books.  £10
1086 Box of ephemera and a few early books.  £10
1087 Quantity of VSOE published "Agenda" diary type hardback books from the 1980s.  £10
1088 Box of London Transport items including timetables and maps.  £10
1089 Box of bus related softback books.  £10
1090 Box PTTs. Mostly BR.  £10
1091 Quantity of bound Railway Magazines from the 1930s - 2001.  £10
1092 3 Midland Railway large sized books of drawings of points and crossings, track fittings and 

equipment.  £10
1093 Quantity of bound Locomotive Magazine and Railway Carriage and Wagon Reviews.  £10
1094 Quantity of BR vehicle diagram books.  £10
1095 Box of canal related hardback and softback books.  £10
1096 Box of bus timetables and similar.  £10
1097 Box of overseas related hardback and softback books.  £10
1098 Quantity of Ian Allan ABC booklets including combines.  £10
1099 Box of Oakwood published hardback and softback books.  £10
1100 Quantity of BR handbills. Various regions.  £10
1101 Box of bound Trains Illustrated magazines from Vol.1.  £10
1102 Box of overseas railway ephemera and timetables.  £10
1103 Box of softback books including RCTS publications.  £10
1104 Box of BR(S) Special Traffic Notices.  £10
1105 Quantity of bound SLS Journals.  £10
1106 Box of ephemera.  £10
1107 Quantity of Railway Directory & Year Books.  £10
1108 Box of WTTs and Special Traffic Notices.  £10
1109 Box of hardback books.  £10
1110 Quantity of handbills. Mostly BR.  £10
1111 Box of hardback books.  £10
1112 Quantity of London Transport type bus stop timetables.  £10
1113 Quantity of softback books including Oakwoods.  £10
1114 Box of ephemera including timetables.  £10
1115 Box of hardback books.  £10
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Lots 1401 - 1424: Photographs, Slides and Negatives
1401 Quantity of files containing photos and notes relating to branch lines in Wales.  £10
1402 Several hundred negatives showing 1950s and 60s steam plus 1970s diesels.  £10
1403 Folder of over 100 commercial 35mm colour slides showing steam loco views.  £10
1404 Large quantity of 35mm colour slides mostly showing 1980s and 90s loco views. Plus a few PH 

Groom commercial B&W slides.  £10
1405 Quantity of photos showing 1980s and 90s station and infrastructure views.  £10
1406 Box of approx 1000 colour slides mostly showing 1970s & 80s diesels.  £10
1407 Quantity of modern railway postcards, loose and in albums.  £10
1408 Two slide boxes of 35mm B&W commercial slides showing Reading area steam and diesel views.  

£10
1409 Quantity of colour and B&W photos, loose and in albums, showing steam and diesel views.  £10
1410 Approx 300 35mm colour slides showing overseas and UK views including preserved.  £10
1411 Large quantity of colour and B&W prints, a few with their negatives.  £10
1412 Quantity of 35mm colour slides mostly showing UK steam 1980s - 2000s.  £10
1413 Quantity of B&W photos in albums showing steam views.  £10
1414 Quantity of 8½" x 6½" B&W official LMS (or earlier) glass negatives showing various views.  £10
1415 Quantity of photo albums containing B&W photos showing UK steam.  £10
1416 Small quantity of B&W and colour negatives showing steam, diesel and preserved loco views.  

£10
1417 Quantity of B&W and colour photos mostly showing UK steam.  £10
1418 Quantity of large sized B&W photos of pre grouping locos from NRM negatives.  £10
1419 Quantity of colour photos of BR diesels and electrics.  £10
1420 Quantity of large sized B&W photos of pre grouping locos from NRM negatives.  £10
1421 Quantity of 35mm colour slides showing UK rail views.  £10
1422 Quantity of large sized B&W photos of pre grouping locos from NRM negatives.  £10
1423 Two large sized glass negatives showing early views of the Preston & Longridge Railway.  £10
1424 Quantity of large sized B&W photos of pre grouping locos from NRM negatives.  £10

End of Auction

Future Postal Auction Dates
The next auction will be on view at Stoneleigh on 5th September 2015 and quality items are 
now being accepted for this Sale and for future Sales in December 2015 and March 2016. 
Please see the organisers for information and advice.
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Routes to the Auction
By Road from M40 Motorway
• Leave the M40 at Junction 15 and take the A46 dual carriageway towards Coventry.

• Follow the signs for National Agricultural Centre or NAC Stoneleigh Park until you see 
signs for Stoneleigh Park. Follow these signs to the Stoneleigh Park main entrance on the 
B4113.

By Road from M6 or M69 Motorways
• Leave the M6 at Junction 2 and take the A45 towards Warwick. If you are taking the M69, 

continue onto the A46 in the direction signposted for Warwick and M40.

• Follow the signs for National Agricultural Centre or NAC Stoneleigh Park until you see 
signs for Stoneleigh Park. Follow these signs to the Stoneleigh Park main entrance on the 
B4113.

By Road from Northbound M1 Motorway
• Leave the M1 at Junction 17 and take the M45 towards Coventry.

• Stay on the M45 until you see signs for A45 Coventry, not the earlier signs for the A45 to 
Daventry. Join the A45 and continue along it until you can take the A46 towards Warwick.

• Follow the signs for National Agricultural Centre or NAC Stoneleigh Park until you see 
signs for Stoneleigh Park. Follow these signs to the Stoneleigh Park main entrance on the 
B4113.

Railway Stations
Coventry 4½ miles, Leamington Spa 4¾ miles, Warwick Parkway 6 miles. All these stations 
have taxi ranks. A bus service for the benefit of auction visitors has been arranged to run from 
Coventry station (see below for details).

Private Bus Service from Coventry Station
A private bus has been arranged to run an hourly service to the auction. Nominal departure 
times from Coventry station to the auction are 8, 9, 10 & 11am, but with variation for actual 
train arrivals. The bus will depart Stoneleigh for the station at 2, 3, 4 & 5pm. 

On Site at Stoneleigh Park
The main entrance to Stoneleigh Park is on the B4113. Inside the main entrance there will be 
a signpost showing the direction to the auction. From the main entrance follow Avenue M (the 
main road onto the site) until you get to the Warwick Complex. If you are driving a car, please 
proceed on to the signposted car park for the auction. Stareton Hall where the auction is held, 
is on 10th Street, which is the turning off Avenue M next to the The Warwick Complex.




